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Abstract. 

We obtain new criteria for a normal projective variety to be 
projective n-space. Our main result asserts that a normal projective 
variety which carries a closed, doubly-dominant, unsplitting family 
of rational curves is isomorphic to projective space. An immediate 
consequence of this is the solution of a long standing conjecture of 
Mori and Mukai that a smooth projective n-fold X is isomorphic 
to ]pm if and only if ( C, - Kx) 2: n + 1 for every curve C on X. 
As applications of the criteria, we study fibre space structures and 
birational contractions of compact complex symplectic manifolds. 
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Introduction 

Projective n-space IP'n is the simplest n-dimensional algebraic vari
ety and can accordingly be characterized in various ways. The main 
objectives of the present paper are: 

A. To establish new characterizations of projective n-space in such 
a way that all the known characterizations are thereby system
atically explained; 

B. To apply our characterizations to morphisms from complex sym
plectic manifolds; 

and, as prerequisites to the above two, 

C. To provide a self-contained exposition of basic theory of families 
of rational curves, which is important for understanding detailed 
structure of rationally connected varieties. 

Let X be a projective variety and Chow(X) the Chow scheme (see 
Section 1 below). Let S C Chow(X) be an irreducible subvariety and 
pr 8 : F ---+ S the associated universal family. 2 

We say that F is a closed family of rational curves if S is proper and 
the fibre F8 = pr-1 (s) C {s} x X!:::: X over a general points E Sis an 
irreducible, reduced rational curve as an effective 1-cycle.3 Any special 
fibre of a family of rational curves is a 1-cycle supported by a union 
of rational curves. A closed family of rational curves F ---+ S is called 
maximal ifF is a union of irreducible components ofF' for any family of 
rational curves F' ::::>F. When every fibre F8 is irreducible and reduced 
(as 1-cycles), we say that F is unsplitting. A family of rational curves 
F is dominant if the natural projection prx : F---+ X is surjective. F is 

doubly dominant if pr~~x : F Xs F---+ X x X is surjective. 

2 F C S x X is a Zariski closed subset with equidimensional fibres over 
S. The family F is proper overS, but not necessarily flat. Although we give 
a brief overview on Chow schemes and the associated universal families in 
Section 1, we refer the reader to [Kol] for full exposition and discussion. 

3 However, the scheme theoretic fibre Fs can contain 0-dimensional em
bedded components. 
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Main Theorem 0.1. Let X be a normal projective variety defined 
over the complex number field C (or over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero). If X carries a closed, maximal, unsplitting, doubly 
dominant family pr8 : F ---+ S of rational curves, then X is isomor
phic to projective n-space ]pm, and F is the family of the lines on X 
parameterized by the Grassmann variety S = Grass(IP'n, 1). 

Roughly speaking, this theorem means that X is a projective space 
if and only if its two general points can be joined by a single rational 
curve of minimum degree (i.e., a line) with respect to a polarization of 
X. If we impose a slightly weaker condition than in Theorem 0.1, we 
have the following result. 

Theorem 0.2. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension 
n over C and x a prescribed general point on it. Let pr 8 : F ---+ S be a 
closed, maximal, doubly-dominant family of rational curves on X, and 
write F(x) ---+ S(x) for the closed subfamily consisting of curves passing 
through x. If F(x) is unsplitting, then X is a quotient of ]pm by a finite 
group action without fixed point locus of codimension one. In particular, 
X is IP'n if it is smooth. 

A smooth projective variety X is said to be a Fano manifold if its 
anticanonical divisor -Kx is ample. Our Main Theorem 0.1 yields a 
simple numerical criterion for a Fano manifold to be projective space in 
terms of the length l( ·) of rational curves: 

Corollary 0.3 (Conjecture ofMori and Mukai). Let X be a smooth 
complex Fano n-fold. Put 

l(X) = min{(C, -Kx);C C Xis a rational curve}. 

Then X is isomorphic to IP'n if and only if l(X) 2:: n + 1. 

Our criterion ( Theorem 0.1), stated in terms of geometry of rational 
curves, is strong enough to yield a whole series of characterizations of 
projective n-space expressed in very different languages: 

Corollary 0.4. Let X be a complex .projective manifold of dimen
sion n and x0 E X a general point. Then the following fourteen condi
tions are equivalent: 

1. X~ IP'n; 
2. Hirzebruch-Kodaira-Yau condition [HK]: X is homotopic to IP'n; 
3. Kobayashi-Ochiai condition [KO]: X is Fano and c1 (X) is di

visible by n + 1 in H 2 (X, Z); 
4. Frankel-Siu-Yau condition [SY]: X carries a Kahler metric of 

positive holomorphic bisectional curvature; 
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Hartshorne-Mori condition [Mol]: The tangent bundle Gx of X 
is ample; 
Mori condition [Mol]: X is uniruled and 8xlc is ample for an 
arbitrary rational curve C on X; 
Doubly transitive group action: The action of Aut(X) on X is 
doubly transitive; 
Remmert-Vande Ven-Lazarsfeld condition [La]: There exists a 
surjective morphism from a suitable projective space onto X; 
Length condition: ( C, - Kx) ~ n + 1 for every curve C on X; 
Length condition on rational curves: X is uniruled and 
( C, - Kx) ~ n + 1 for every rational curve C on X; 
Length condition on rational curves with base point: X is unir
uled and ( C, - Kx) ~ n+ 1 for every rational curve C containing 
the prescribed general point xo; 
Double dominance condition on rational curves: X is uniruled 
and every reduced irreducible rational curve on X is a member 
of a doubly dominant family of rational curves; 
Double dominance condition on rational curves of minimum de
gree: X is uniruled and a rational curve of minimum degree 
(with respect to an arbitrary fixed polarization) on X is a mem
ber of a doubly dominant family of rational curves; 

14. Dominance condition on rational curves with base point: Every 
rational curve C passing through x0 is a member of a dominant 
family F = { Ct} of rational curves { Ct} passing through the 
base point x0 . 

Although our result (Theorem 0.1) is far stronger than the results 
known before, we are not completely independent of the preceding works. 
Our basic strategy is in fact very similar to the argument used in [Mol]. 
Given a closed, unsplitting, doubly dominant family F --> S of rational 
curves, consider the subfamily F(x) --> S(x). We prove that the pro
jection prx : F(x) -->X is actually the blow-up Blx(X) of X at x, the 
base variety S(x) being isomorphic to the associated exceptional divisor 
Ex~ ]pm-1. 

If one knows that every point of S(x) represents a curve smooth at 
x, then the birationality of prx follows from an elementary argument 
(see Proposition 2.7 below). But it is by no means obvious that this 
smoothness condition is always satisfied. On the contrary, when S(x) 
happens to contain a point which represents a curve singular at x, then 
F(x) is never birational to X. Thus we need to rule out the existence of 
such bad points inS, which is done with the aid of a theorem of Kebekus 
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(Theorem 3.10) saying that no point of S can represent a curve which 
has a cuspidal singularity at the base point x. 

Our characterization of projective n-space (Theorem 0.1) provides 
intriguing information on complex symplectic manifolds. Given a 
compact complex symplectic manifold Y of dimension 2n and an 
arbitrary non-constant morphism f : IP'1 ___, Y, one can show that 
dim[!] Hom(IP'l, Y) 2: 2n + 1. If one knows that ft (IP'1 ) stays in a fixed n

dimensional subvariety XC Y for any (small) deformation ft of j, then 
the Main Theorem 0.1 implies that the normalization of X is necessarily 
IP'n. This is indeed the case in some important situations, imposing very 
restrictive constraints on fibre space structure of, or birational contrac
tions from, complex symplectic manifolds. Specifically, we completely 
understand the symplectic resolutions of a normal projective variety with 
only isolated singularities. For precise statements, see Theorems 7.2, 8.3 
and 9.1 below. 

This paper is organized as follows: 
Part I, consisting of three sections, is a review of general theory 

concerning families of rational curves on projective varieties. This the
ory is expected to be a useful tool to analyse the structure of uniruled 
varieties. We need here nothing very special; almost every result derives 
from well known geometry of ruled surfaces modulo general theory of 
Chow schemes and deformation. 

In Section 1, we recall basic concepts and facts necessary for, and/or 
closely related to, the family of rational curves. Most results there are 
more or less known to experts, yet they are included for the coherence 
of the account and for the convenience of the reader. 

Section 2 discusses unsplitting families of rational curves. The un
splitting condition is a very strict constraint on the family, and we obtain 
various estimates of the dimension of the parameter space S. 

Section 3 is the survey of a recent result by Kebekus [Ke1] and [Ke2] 
on unsplitting families of singular rational curves. It asserts among other 
things that, if F ---; S is an unsplitting family of rational curves on a 
projective variety X, then no member C of S has a cuspidal singularity 
at a general fixed point x E X. 

Part II (Sections 4 and 5) treats characterizations of projective n

space. The Main Theorem 0.1 as well as Theorem 0.2 is proved in 
Section 4. Given a closed, doubly-dominant family of rational curves 
F ___, S which is unsplitting at a general point x (i.e., we assume that the 
subfamily F(x) ___, S(x) is unsplitting), we argue that the normalization 
of F(x) is isomorphic to a one-point blow up of IP'n. 
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The relationship between the various conditions in Corollary 0.4 is 
discussed in Section 5. 

Part III (Section 6 through 9) contains applications of the Main 
Theorem to compact complex symplectic manifolds. 

In Section 6, we review generalities on compact complex symplectic 
manifolds. One of the key observations is that any holomorphic map 
from a rational curve to a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold moves in 
a family with at least 2n + 1 independent parameters. 

The first application of our Main Theorem is to fibre space structure 
of primitive complex symplectic manifolds. Matsushita [Mats] showed 
that, if such a manifold has a nontrivial fibre space structure, it must 
be a Lagrangian torus fibration over a Q-Fano variety. In Section 7, we 
see that the base space is necessarily a projective space, provided the 
fibration admits a global cross section. 

The second application is to birational contractions. Let Z be a 
compact complex symplectic manifold of dimension 2n and f : Z --+ 

Z a birational contraction to a normal variety. Let Ei C Z be an 
irreducible component of the exceptional locus and Bi C Z its image. 
Then we verify that the base variety Bi is again a symplectic variety of 
dimension 2(n-ai) (possibly with singularities) and a general fibre X of 
the projection Ei --+ Bi is a union of copies of projective ai-space. In case 
ai > 1, X is indeed a single smooth Jll'ai, and the local analytic structure 
of f : Z --+ Z is uniquely determined on a small open neighbourhood of 
X in Z. In order to simplify the argument, we first deal with isolated 
singularities (Section 8) and then general singularities (Section 9). One 
of the key results (unramifiedness of the normalization) is proved in 
Section 10. 

Throughout the article, all schemes are assumed to be separated. 
Schemes and varieties are usually defined over C, or, more generally, over 
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. The assumption on 
the characteristic is made because we use Sard's theorem in an essential 
way. As far as the authors know, it is still an open problem if our results 
(Theorems 0.1 and 0.2) stay true in positive characteristics. 
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Notation 

In the present work, standard notation in algebraic geometry is 
freely used. For instance, Hom(Y, X), Chow( X) and Hilb(X) stand for 
the Hom scheme, the Chow scheme and the Hilbert scheme parameteriz
ing the morphisms, the effective cycles and the subschemes, respectively. 
A curve CCX or a morphism f: Y---. X is denoted by [C] or[/] when 
viewed as an element of Chow(X) or Hom(Y, X). 

We list below some of the ad hoc symbols which frequently appear 
in the article. 

- e and •c generally stand for the normalization and the closure 

of •· 
- v. : e ---. • will denote the normalization map. 
- S : a closed subset of Chow(X) consisting of (unions of) rational 

curves. 
- S(x) : the closed subset of S consisting of members which pass 

through a prescribed closed point x E X. 
- F, F(x) : the family of rational curves on X parameterized by 

Sand S(x). 
- pr8 : F---. S, prx : F---. X : the natural projections. 
- F, S, F(x), S(x): the normalizations ofF, S, F(x), S(x), with 

natural projections pr8 : F ---. S, prs(x) : F(x) ---. S(x), 

prx : F, F(x) ---.X. 
- Bly(X): the blowup of X along a closed subscheme Y. 
- Ey: the exceptional divisor on Bly(X). 
- prx : F(x) --?X= Blx(X) : the natural rational map induced 

by the X-projection prx: F(x)---. X. 
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PART I. Families of Rational Curves on Projective Varieties 

1. Review of basic concepts and results 

In this section, we recall basic concepts and results such as deforma
tion theory, Chow schemes and Mori's bend and break technique. Noth
ing very special or new appears here and experts can skip the whole 
section. 

A. Cotangent sheaves, Zariski tangent spaces and infinitesimal 
deformation of morphisms 

Let A be a scheme and X an A-scheme (assumed to be separated as 
usual). The diagonal D. = b.x;A C X XAX is a closed subscheme defined 
by the ideal sheaf J.6.. We regard OxxAx =Ox ®oA Ox as a left Ox
module via the multiplication to the first factor. J~, k = 0, 1, 2, ... are 
naturally Ox-modules. We have a canonical direct sum decomposition 
of OxxAX = J~ into the direct sum Ox EB J.6. as a left Ox-module 
by virtue of the two canonical homomorphisms pri : Ox ---> OxxAx, 
rest.6.: OxxAx---> 0.6. ~ Ox.4 

The coherent sheaf J.6./J~ is called the sheaf of Kahler differentials 
or the sheaf of relative 1-forms, and denoted by D:k;A. On a flat A-

scheme X, D:k;A is locally free if and only if X is smooth over A, and in 

this case D:k; A is often called the relative cotangent bundle over A. When 
A is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field, we usually abbreviate 
D:k;A to D~. 

Explicit local description of D:k;A is as follows. Let h, ... , tN be 
generators of the 0A-algebra Ox, with relations (or defining ideal) J. 
As an OA-module, Ox ®oA Ox is generated by the ti ® 1 and 1 ® ti, 
with obvious relations u ® 1 = 1 ® u = 0 for u E J and a® 1 = 1 ®a for 
a E OA. The ideal J.6. is generated by v ® 1-1 ® v, v E Ox, and so is 
J~ by 

(v ® 1- 1 ® v)(w ® 1 -1 ® w) 

= vw ® 1 - v ® w - w ® v + 1 ® vw 

= v(w ® 1-1 ® w) + w(v ® 1- 1 ® v)- (vw ® 1 -1 ® vw). 

Given v E Ox, let dv denote the equivalence class of v ® 1- 1 ® v 
modulo J~. Then the Ox-module D:k;A is generated by dv, v E Ox 
with relations d( vw) = vdw + wdv, v, w E Ox and da = 0 for a E 

0 A· Eventually we conclude that the Ox-module D:k;A is generated 

4 The direct sum decomposition of a® b is given by (ab, a® b- ab ® 1). 
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by dt~, ... , dtN as an Ox-module, with two relations d(titj) = tidt1 + 
t1dti, ti, tj E Ox and du = 0, u E 0 A· 

Let f : Y ----> X be an A-morphism between A-schemes. Then we 
have a commutative diagram 

~Y/A ______. ~X/A 

1 1 
y XA y ______.X XAX, 

which induces a natural Ox-homomorphism 03c1A ----> f*O~/A or, equiv

alently, an Oy-homomorphism df* : f*03c;A ----> O};A' called the differ
ential of f. 

For an arbitrary closed embedding f : Y ~ X, the differential df* 
is a surjection by the above description of 0 1 . 

When A is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field k of charac
teristic zero and f is a dominant morphism between smooth k-varieties, 
we have the following 

Theorem 1.1 (Sard's theorem). Let k be an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic zero. Let X and Y be smooth k-varieties and 
f : Y ----> X a dominant morphism. Then there exists a non-empty open 
subset U c X such that df* : f*n3c ____, 0} is everywhere injective on 
f- 1 (U). Put in another way, a general fibre off is smooth. 

Let k be an algebraically closed field and let A be Spec k; thus X is 
a k-scheme. Let x beak-valued point defined by an maximal ideal 9Jt. 
Choose a generator t1 , ... , tN of Ox,x such that they form a k-basis of 
9Jtj9Jt2 . Then (Ox /9Jt) ®ox 03c is precisely kdt1 EB · · · EB kdtN -::::: 9Jt/9Jt2 

as a k-vector space. 
Given a k-valued point x of the k-scheme X, the Zariski tangent 

space Gx,x of X at xis, by definition, the set of the k-morphisms 

f : (Spec k[c:]/ (c:?, Spec k[c:]/( c:)) ----> (X, x) 

between the pointed k-schemes or, equivalently, the set of the k-algebra 
homomorphisms v: Ox ----> k[c:]/(c:2 ) such that v mod (c:) is equal to the 
evaluation map Vx: Ox----> kat x. By the correspondence v f---+ (v -vx): 
Ox ____, c:k, e X,x is naturally identified with 

(In particular, if Y c X is a closed subscheme, there is a natural in
jection Gv,x C Gx,x for a k-valued point x on Y.) Grothendieck [Gro] 
generalized this standard fact as follows. 
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Proposition 1.2. Let X and Y be k-schemes and let j 
Spec k[c]/(c2 ) x Y ____, X be a k-morphism. There is a natural corre
spondence j f---+ aEJ E Homoy (f*05c, Oy ), where f : y ____,X is the re
striction of j toY= Spec k[c]/(c) xY. Given a k-morphism f: Y ____,X, 
the above gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of the lift
ings off to morphisms j : Spec k[c]/(c2 ) X Y ____, X and the k-vector 
space Homoy U* n k, Oy). 

Proof. The topological space Spec k[c]/(c2 ) x Y is identical with 
Y, and hence a k-morphism j is uniquely determined by the continuous 
map f and a k-algebra homomorphism j* : Ox ____, (k[c]/(c2 )) ® Oy 

such that]* mod (c)= f*. By the standard embedding k ____, k[c]/(c2 ), 

we regard f* as a ring homomorphism to k[c]/(c2 ) ® Oy. 
Consider the natural two k-morphisms 

(!,]),(!,f): Spec k[c]/(c) 2 x Y ____,X x X 

and the associated k-algebra homomorphisms 

f* · f*, f* ·]*:Ox ®k Ox____, (k[c]/(c2)) ®k Oy, 

a® b r---+ f*af*b, f*a]*b. 

By construction, they satisfy 

(f* · f*)(JA) = 0, 

(!* · ]*)(JA) C cOy, 

(!* · f*- f* ·]*)(Ox® 1) = 0. 

Hence f* · f*- f* ·]*is an Ox-linear map from 03c C (Ox® Ox)/J~ 
to cOy. Then aEJ is defined to be c 1 (f*. !*- !*. ]*). Given da = 
a® 1- 1 ®a E 03c, a E Ox, we have the explicit formula 

c8"](da) = (!* · ]*- f* · f*)(a ® 1- 1 ®a) 

= f*(a)f*(1)- f*(1)f*(a)- f*(a)]*(1) + f*(1)]*(a) 

=]*(a)- f*(a). 

Conversely, given a"j: OJc ____, Oy and a E Ox, we define ]*(a)= 
f* (a) + c8" j ( da). ]* is in fact a ring homomorphism because 

]*(a(J) = f*(a)f*((J) + cf*(a)8ef(d(J) + cf*((3)8e](da) 

= (f*(a) + c8"](da)) (f*((J) + c8e](df3)) 

= ]*(a)]*((J) mod (c2). 
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Thus aJ uniquely determines the morphism j. Q.E.D. 

The k-vector space Gx,x can be viewed as an Ox-module through 
the natural surjection Ox ----+ k(x) ~ k, and hence there is a natural 
Ox-homomorphism TJ/: := 1-lomox(O"k,Ox) ----+ Gx,x· This map is, 
however, not a surjection in general. When X is smooth, we write ex 
instead of TJ/: and call it the tangent sheaf of X. In this special case, the 
Zariski tangent space Gx,x is naturally identified with k(x) ®ox Gx. 

Corollary 1.3. Let X, Y and T be k-schemes and J: T x Y----+ X 
a k-morphism. Given a k-valued point t E T, let ft : Y ----+ X denote 
the restriction of J to { t} x Y. Then there exists a natural k-linear map 
(Kodaira-Spencer map) 

8r,tf: Gr,t ----+ Homoy (ftrl"k, Oy ). 

If T is smooth, then the Kodaira-Spencer maps define a natural Or
linear map 

B. Hilbert schemes, Chow schemes and Hom schemes 

Let A be a connected scheme. Let X be a flat, projective A-scheme 
with an A-ample line bundle L. Consider an arbitrary A-scheme T and 
a T -flat closed subscheme Y C T x A X. For each integer m and for each 
point t E T, the Euler characteristic x(Yt, Oy, ( mL)) of the fibre yt over 
t is well-defined. If m is fixed, then it is a locally constant function on 
T. If we fix a connected component To ofT, it is a polynomial function 
in m of degree dim Y /To with coefficients in the rational numbers, and 
is called the Hilbert polynomial (of Y over the connected component). 

Take a polynomial h = h( m) with rational coefficients. The corre
spondence 

T 1----> 1-lilb'X; A (T) 

:= {T-flat closed subscheme C T XA X with Hilbert function h(m)} 

defines a contravariant functor from the category of A-schemes to the 
category of sets. Indeed, if T1 ----+ Tz is an A-morphism andY C Tz x A X 
is a T2-flat closed subscheme with Hilbert polynomial h, then the pull
back of the family or, equivalently, the base change, T1 Xr2 Y is a T1-flat 
closed subscheme of T1 x A X with the same Hilbert polynomial. A fun
damental result of Grothendieck [FGA] is that this contravariant functor 
is representable by the Hilbert scheme Hilbh (X j A): 

Theorem 1.4. Let the notation be as above. For a g.iven polyno
mial h = h(m) E Q[m], there exist a projective A-scheme Hilbh(X/A) 
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and a Hilbh(X/A)-fiat closed subscheme Uh(X/A) C Hilbh(X/A) XA X 
which has the following universal property: 

(Univ) Given an arbitrary A-scheme T and arbitrary Y E 1iilb'X;A(T), 

there exists a unique A-morphism T ~ Hilbh(X/A) such that 
y = T XHilbh(X/A) Uh(X/A). 

In particular, Hilb(X/A) = Jlh Hilbh(X/A) is a countable union of 
projective A-schemes parameterizing the closed A-subschemes of X. 

In the following, we take A to be Spec k, k being an algebraically 
closed field. In this specific case, we simply write Hilb(X) instead of 
Hilb(X/Spec k). Hilbh(X)(k) is the set of closed k-subschemes of X 
with Hilbert polynomial h. 

If Y is a closed subscheme of (pure) dimension m, we can view Y as 
an effective m-cycle by forgetting the scheme structure of Y. As for the 
space of effective cycles, we have also the universal family parameterized 
by the Chow scheme. 

Theorem 1.5. Let (X, L) be a polarized projective variety (i.e., 
a pair of a projective variety and an ample line bundle on it). 
The set of effective m-cycles of degree d on X is uniquely parame
terized by the k-points of the Chow scheme Chow~(X), a reduced, 
seminormal,5 projective k-scheme. The product Chow~(X) x X carries 
the effective cycle Univ~ (X) which has the following universal property.6 

If there is a family of effective m-cycles of degree d parameterized by a 
seminormal k-scheme S (i.e., if there is a closed subset F C S x X such 
that every closed fibre F8 is an m-cycle of degree d in X), then there 
exists a unique k-morphism S ~ Chow~ (X) such that the family is the 
pullback ofUniv~(X). 

For the proof, see Kollar [Kol, Theorem 3.21]. 
The relationship between Hilb(X) and Chow( X) is messy in general. 

However, if a closed subscheme Y C X is integral, we have a natural 
set theoretic one-to-one correspondence between the two schemes near 
[Y] (which can be viewed also as an effective cycle). Hence, if in addi
tion Hilb(X) is smooth at [Y], Hilb(X) and Chow(X) are canonically 
isomorphic near [Y] by seminormality of Chow(X).7 

5 A k-scheme S is seminormal iff any birational, bijective morphism S' --> 

S is an isomorphism. For instance, an ordinary node is seminormal, while a 
cusp is not. 

6 N.B.: Univ~(X) is usually not fiat over Chow~(X). 
7 Notice that there is a uniquely determined morphism Hilb(X) --> 

Chow(X) near [Y] thanks to the universal property of Chow. 
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A useful sufficient condition for Hilb(X) to be smooth at [Y] is the 
following 

Theorem 1.6 (Grothendieck [FGA]). Let X be a k-variety and 
Y a closed subscheme defined by an ideal ]y C Ox. Assume that the 
conormal sheaf ]y jJ~ is a locally free Oy -module8 (i.e., Y is locally 
complete intersection in X). Then the Zariski tangent space of Hilb( X) 
at the point [Y] is canonically isomorphic to Homoy (:Jy jJ~, Oy) c::: 

H0 (Y, (Jy jJ~ )*). Hilb(X) is smooth at [Y] if the obstruction space 
H1 (Y, (Jy jJ~ )*) vanishes. 

While the subschemes and the effective cycles are parametrized 
by the Hilbert scheme and the Chow scheme, the morphisms are 
parametrized by the Hom scheme. Let X andY be projective k-schemes. 
The graph of a k-morphism f : Y ---+ X determines a closed sub
schemer f c y X X isomorphic toy via the first projection, and vice 
versa. Thus the set of morphisms Hom(Y, X) = {! : Y ---+ X} is a 
locally closed subset of Hilb(Y x X) in an obvious way, and as such a 
countable union of quasiprojective schemes. Given specified base points 
x E X, y E Y, we denote by Hom(Y, X; y f---+ x) the closed subset 
{[f]; f(y) = x} C Hom( X, Y). The basic properties of the Hom scheme 
Hom(Y, X) are summarized as follows: 

Theorem 1.7. Let X andY be projective k-schemes. 
(1) Let (S, o) be a k-scheme with a specified k-valued point and 

f : Y ---+ X a k-morphism. Let j : S x Y ---+ X be a morphism 
such that ]I { 0 } x y is identical with f (i.e., ] is a deformation of f 
parameterized by S). Then there is a natural linear map K, : e S,o ---+ 

Hom0 Y (!*01-, Oy), called the Kodaira-Spencer map. If] is a defor
mation with a base point y (i.e., if] ( S x {y}) is a single point x E X), 
then K,( e S,o) c Homoy (!*01-' Jy)' where Jy is the ideal sheaf defining 
y E Y. When S is smooth, then there is a natural 0 s -homomorphism 

"': Gs---+ pr8 *'HomosxY(]*01-, OsxY ). 
(2) When X is smooth, the Kodaira-Spencer map "' gives natural 

identifications 

eHom(Y,X),[f] '::: H0 (Y,f*8x), 

8Hom(Y,X;y>-+x),[f] c::: H0 (Y, Jyf*Gx ). 

8 When the conormal sheaf )y /J~ is a locally free Oy-module, the dual 
locally free sheaf (Jy /J~ )* is called the normal bundle of Y in X and is 
denoted by NY/X· 
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If H1(Y,rex) [resp. H1 (Y,Jyrex)] vanishes, then the k-scheme 
Hom(Y,X) [resp. Hom(Y,X;y ~ x)] is smooth at [f]. 

(3) The formal neighbourhood of [!] in Hom(Y, X) 
[resp. Hom(Y, X; y ~ x)] is isomorphic to a subvariety in the 
vector space H0 (Y, rex) [resp. H0 (Y, :1yrex)] defined by at most 
dimH1 (Y,rex) [resp. dimH1 (Y,Jyrex)] equations. In particular, 
we have the following estimate of the local dimensions of Hom schemes: 

dim[!] Hom(Y, X)~ dim H0 (Y, rex) -dim H1 (Y, rex), 

dim[!] Hom(Y,X;y ~ x)~dimH0 (Y,Jyf*ex)-dimH1 (Y,Jyf*ex). 

More precisely, the dimension of each irreducible component has the es
timate as above at [f]. 

(4) When Y is a complete curve, we have 

dim[!]Hom(Y,X) ~ -degf*Kx + (dimX)x(Y,Oy), 

dim[!] Hom(Y, X; y ~ x) ~ - deg f*Kx + (dim X) (x(Y, Oy) - 1). 

The statements (1) and (2) essentially follow from Corollary 1.3 
together with the definition of the Hom schemes. For details of the 
proof, see [Gro, Expose III, (5.6)]. The statement (3) is derived from 
the analysis of the obstruction spaces H1 (Y, rex), H1 (Y, Jyrex) (see 
[Mol, Section 1]). Once (3) is established, Riemann-Roch for vector 
bundles on curves yields ( 4). 

C. Bend and Break 
In this subsection, everything is defined over an algebraically closed 

field k of arbitrary characteristic. 
Let C be a smooth projective curve, X a projective variety, and ~ 

a smooth curve with a smooth compactification ~c. Let p1 ,p2 E C be 
two distinct k-valued points. 

Let j : ~ x C ~ X be a morphism and let fs : C ~ X stand for 
the restriction of j to { s} x C, where s is a k-valued point of ~. Given 
s E ~(k), let Us)*(C) denote the naturally defined 1-cycle on X. 

Theorem 1.8 (Mori's Bend and Break [Mol]). In the notation as 
above, assume that dim}(~ x C) = 2 and that }(~ x {p1}) is a single 
point. Then we can find a boundary point s00 E ~ c \ ~ such that the 
limiting cycle 

lim (fs)*(C) E Chow(X) 
8--tSoo 

contains a rational curve as an irreducible component. Assume in addi
tion that C is JP>1 and that j ( ~ x {p2 }) is also a point. Then some limit 
cycle is either reducible or nonreduced. 
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Proof. The morphism J : L:l x C ____, X does not lift to a mor
phism from Ll c x C to X. Indeed, if it did, the extended morphism 
jc : Ll c X C ____, X would map the curve DI = Ll c x {PI} to a single 
point. Let H be an ample divisor on X with support away from jc(DI). 
Since jc has two-dimensional image, (Jc* H)2 > 0, while (Jc* H, DI) = 0. 
Then the Hodge index theorem says that Di is negative, which is obvi
ously not the case (DI is the product L:lc x {PI}). 

Thus we have to replace Ll c x C by a suitable blown up surface Y in 
order to extend J to a morphism jc: Y ____,X. Pick up (scx,P) E Llc x C 
at which the surface Y is blown up. By construction, Y has a fibration 
7r : Y ____, L:l c, the fibre over s00 is a union of C and several copies of IP'I, 
and at least one of the copies is mapped onto a rational curve on X. 
This proves the first statement. 

Let us prove the second statement. In the above notation, put 
n*(s) = L:ms,iYs,i, which is an effective Cartier divisor on the smooth 
blown up surface Y. If tis general in L:lc, then 7r-I(t) = C ~ IP'I, so that 
2:: ms,iUs)*Ys,i is a limit cycle of Ut)*( C). Suppose that 2:: ms,i(fs)*Ys,i 
is an irreducible reduced cycle for every s E L:lc. Then, for each s E L:lc, 
there is a unique irreducible component Ys,i with non-constant map to 
X, and its coefficient ms,i must be one. Renumber the indices so that 
this unique component is Ys,O· Since the extra components Ys,i, i > 0 
are mapped to single points, we may blow down these components to 
keep jc still well defined on the blown down surface Y'. 

The condition ms,o = 1 guarantees that the resulting Y' is smooth. 
Indeed, for the reducible fibre L:ms,iYm,i, we see: 

( 1) K y Ys,i < 0 if and only if Ys,i is ( -1 )-curve; and 
(2) Ky(L: ms,Xs,i) = -2. 

From this observation it follows that U Ys,m contains a ( -1 )-curve =j:. 
Ys,o, and we can smoothly contract this extra curve. Repeating this 
process, we eventually arrive at the smooth geometric ruled surface Y' 
which preserves the distinguished component Ys,O· 

On the surface Y' thus obtained, the closure of Ll x {Pi} gives a 
section D~, which is projected to a single point on X. Similarly as be
fore, the pullback of an ample divisor jc* H, viewed as a divisor on Y', 
has positive self-intersection and is disjoint from the D~. Thus the two 
distinct sections D~ on the complete geometric ruled surface Y' ____, Ll c 

have negative self-intersection. It is well known, however, that a geo
metric ruled surface carries at most one effective curve of negative self
intersection (see e.g. [BaPeVV]). This contradiction shows the second 
statement. Q.E.D. 
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2. Unsplitting family of rational curves 

Definition 2.1. Let X be a projective variety. 
A rational curve on X is by definition the image C = f (IP'1 ) of a 

generically one-to-one morphism f : IP'1 ---->X. Since the morphism f is 
naturally recovered from the image C by identifying the normalization 
of C with IP'1 , the morphism f itself is sometimes called a rational curve. 

Let S be an irreducible closed subvariety of Chow(X) and F the 
associated universal cycle parameterized by S. The family F C S x X 
(or the parameter space S when there is no danger of confusion) is said to 
be a dominant family if the natural projection pr x : F ----> X is surjective. 
F is a family of rational curves parameterized by S if a general point 
s E S represents an irreducible, reduced rational curve. Any closed point 
s of a family of rational curves represents a cycle supported by a union 
of finitely many rational curves. Let S(x) C S denote the closed subset 
parameterizing the cycles passing through a point x E X. A family of 
rational curves F ----> S is said to be unsplitting at x if every point of 
s E S(x) represents an irreducible, reduced rational curve. Given an 
open subset U C X, we say that F (or S by abuse of terminology) 
is unsplitting on U if F is unsplitting at every x E U. When F is 
unsplitting at every point x E X or, equivalently, when every s E S 
represents an irreducible, reduced rational curve, F (or S) is simply 
called an unsplitting family. 

If a rational curve C has the minimum degree (with respect to an 
arbitrary fixed polarization) 

min deg = min { deg r; r c X is a rational curve}, 

then an arbitrary family of rational curves F C S x X ----> S which 
contains C as a closed fibre is necessarily unsplitting. If C 3 x has the 
minimum degree among the rational curves passing through x, i.e., if 

deg c =min deg(x) =min{ deg r; r c X is a rational curve through X}, 

then F is unsplitting at x.9 

Theorem 1.8 asserts that any nontrivial family of irreducible rational 
curves splits at Xi whenever the family has two base points x 1 , x 2 E X. 

An unsplitting family of rational curves has extremely simple struc
ture after taking the normalization: 

9 Actually, if degC < 2mindeg or degC < 2mindeg(x), then F is un
splitting globally or at x. 
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Theorem 2.2 (Kollar [Kol, Theorem II. 2.8]). Let pr8 : F --+ S 
be a locally projective family of irreducible, reduced rational curves. Let 
F and S denote the normalizations of F and S, respectively, with a 
naturally induced projection PIS: F--+ S. Assume that a general fibre 
of prs is smooth. 10 Then pr8 is a smooth morphism with every fibre 
isomorphic to IP'1 . More precisely, F is an etale IP'1 -bundle over S. 

Proof. Let so E S be an arbitrary closed point and we check that 
pr8 is smooth over s0 . Since the statement is of local nature, we may 
replaceS by an arbitrary etale neighbourhood of so. Let s~ E S be the 
image of s0 . By our hypothesis that every fibre of pr8 is equidimensional 
and reduced, the projections pr 8 and hence PIS are smooth at the generic 
points of the closed fibres pr8 1 (s~), pri1 (s0 ) ([Ko, !.6.5]), and we may 

further assume that pr8 admits three disjoint sections ai overS. Because 
a general fibre of PIS is smooth IP'1 , these three sections give rise to a 
(uniquely determined) rational map f : F --~ IP'1 which sends ai to Pi E 
IP'\ (Pl>P2,P3) = (0, 1, oo). For a general points E S, we have F 8 ~ IP'1 

and the graph rs of fi:F. is a well defined 1-cycle, thereby determining 
a rational map¢: S --~ Chow(F x IP'1 ). By taking a suitable birational 
modification S* --+ S, we obtain a morphism ¢* : S* --+ Chow(F x IP'1 ) 

and hence a family r* -t S* of effective 1-cycles on F X IP'1 . Let af : 
S* --+ F* = S* Xs F be the disjoint three sections induced by ai. By 
construction, r* contains the sections {(at(s*),pi)}s*ES*· 

The two projections r:. --+ F;. and r:. --+ IP'1 are both of mapping 
degree one for each s* E S*, and hence r:. c F;. X IP'1 is either (a) 
a union of fibres of the two projections or (b) a graph of a birational 
morphism Ys* : lP'1 --+ F;. = F 8 , where s E Sis the image of s* E S*. 

The subset r:. C F 8 x IP'1 cannot contain all three sections 
(af(s*),pi) in the former case (a), and only the second case (b) oc
curs. Furthermore Ys* depends only on s E S. Indeed, the source IP'1 

and the target F 8 depends only on s, while 9s*(pi) = at(s*) = ai(s), 
i = 1, 2, 3. Hence g8~ = Ys~ if st and s2 E S* lie over the same point 
s E S. Thus the morphism S*--+ Chow(F X IP'1) descends to a morphism 
S--+ Chow(F x IP'1 ) by Zariski's Main Theorem [Ha2, Corollary 11.4], 
and the associated relative 1-cycle roverS determines a birational mor
phism S x IP'1 --+ F, which is obviously finite. Since F is normal, we apply 
Zariski's Main Theorem once more to conclude that F and S x IP'1 are 
mutually isomorphic (over an etale neighbourhood of s0 ). Q.E.D. 

10This condition is automatic if the characteristic of the ground field is 
zero. 
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This in particular means the following 

Corollary 2.3. Assume that char k = 0. Let S C Chow(X) be a 
locally closed subset such that the associated family F -+ S consists of 
irreducible, reduced rational curves on X. Let F, S and Hom(lP'l, X) be 
the normalizations ofF, S and Hom(JP'1 , X). Then there exist a normal 
scheme M, a finite surjective birational morphism v : M -+ M onto a 
locally closed subset M C Hom(JP'1 , X) and a commutative diagram 

M ----+ S 
'1/J 

which makes M x JP'1 -+ M equivariant Aut(JP'1 )-torsors ( equivariant 
principal Aut(JP'1 ) -bundles, in other words) over F -+ S. 

Proof. In general, given a normal variety Z and a morphism 
h : Z-+ Hom(lP'\ X), there is a natural morphism 'lj! : Z -+ Chow( X) 
by the correspondence z f---7 f*([lP' 1]), where [f] = h(z). 

The algebraic group Aut(JP'1 ) naturally acts on Hom(JP'1 , X) from 
the left by g([f]) = [f · g-1], f E Hom(lP'\ X), g E Aut(JP'1 ). If 
M C Hom(JP'1 , X) is an Aut(JP'1 )-stable subset, then Aut(JP'1 ) acts also 
on M, the normalization of M. It is clear that 'ljl(g([f])) = 'ljl([f]). 

Given a family F -+ S as above, the normalization F is an etale 
JP'1-bundle over S, so that the universal property of the Hom scheme 
tells us that there is an etale local morphism CJ, : S -+ Hom(JP'1 , X) if 
we fix an etale local trivialization ~ : F ~ s X JP'1 . If ~ and ~' are two 
local trivializations, then there exists an S-automorphism j of S x JP'1 

such that L' = ~ o j, so that Aut8 (S x lP'1 )cf, is independent of the 
choice of local trivializations. Thus, by defining M to be the orbit 
Aut8 (S x lP'1 )(CJ,(S)) C Hom(lP'l, X), we have a surjection 'lj! : M-+ S, 
closed fibres being isomorphic to Aut(JP'1 ). Q.E.D. 

From the observation above and Mori's Bend and Break (Theo
rem 1.8), we derive the following dimension estimate for unsplitting 
families: 

Proposition 2.4. We assume that char k = 0. Let X be a projec
tive variety with a closed point x and a closed subset Z C X off x. Let 
pr s : F -+ S C Chow(X) be a closed family of rational curves parameter
ized by an irreducible variety S, and prx the natural second projection. 
Let F(x)-+ S(x) [resp. F(x, Z)-+ S(x, Z)] denote the closed subfamily 
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consisting of curves passing through x [ resp. both x and Z]. Assume 
that S(x) is non-empty. Then: 

(1) We have a general dimension estimate 

dim S::; dim S ( x) + dim pr x (F) - 1, 

dimS(x) ::;dim S(x, Z) +dim prx(F(x))- dim(Z n prx(F(x))) -1, 

Moreover, there are open subsets U C prx(F), U' C prx(F(x)) such 
that, if X E u and z n pr X F (X) c U'' the above inequalities become 
eualities. 

(2) IfF----> S is unsplitting at x, then we have 

dim S(x, Z) _:::; dim(Z n prx(F(x))), 

dimS::; dimprx(F)+dimprx(F(x))- 2::; 2dimX- 2. 

Furthermore the projection prx : F(x) ____,X is finite over X\ {x} (under 
the condition that F is unsplitting at x). 

Proof. Take a closed point x' E Z. By definition, 

S(x) = pr8 (pr:Y1 (x)), 

S(x,x') = pr8 ((prxiF(x))- 1 (x')), 

and the inequalities in (1) follow from standard dimension count. Under 
the unsplitting condition, the Bend-and-Break theorem (Theorem 1.8) 
shows that dimS(x,x') ::; 0 for each x' E Z, whence follows the first 
inequality in (2). When Z is a point x', substitute dimS(x,Z) by 0 in 
the inequalities in (1), and we get the second inequality in (2). The fibre 
ofprxiF(x) over x' is essentially S(x,x') and hence finite. Q.E.D. 

A family F ____, S of rational curves parameterized by an irreducible 
closed variety S C Chow( X) is said to be maximal if there is no family 
F' ____, S' of rational curves such that S' c Chow(X) is irreducible and 
that S' ~ S. In view of Corollary 2.3, F----> Sis maximal if and only if 
there is an irreducible component M C Hom(lP'1 , X) such that S is the 
natural image of M. 

Corollary 2.5 (Fujita, lonescu [Io, Theorem 0.4], Wisniewski [W, 
Theorem 1.1]). Let C be an irreducible, reduced rational curve on an 
n-dimensional smooth projective variety X over a field of characteristic 
zero. Take a maximal family of rational curves F ----> S which contains 
C as a fibre. If (C, -Kx) > dimprx(F) + dimprx(F(x))- n + 1, then 
F ----> S is a splitting family. 

Proof. Let f : lP'1 ____, X be the composite of the normalization 
lP'1 ____, C and the embedding C <---+ X. The maximality condition on 
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S means that S is the image of an irreducible component M 3 [f] of 
Hom(IP'1 , X) and, in particular, 

dimS = dim[!] M - 3. 

Then the estimate (Theorem 1. 7) tells us that 

dim[!] M;::: dimprx(F) + dimprx(F(x)) + 2, 

so that 

dim[c] S =dim[!] M- 3;::: dimprx(F) + dimprx(F(x)) -1. 

But Proposition 2.4(2) asserts that F must split at x under this condi
tion. Q.E.D. 

Example 2.6 (Dimension estimate of the exceptional loci of ex
tremal contractions11 of smooth varieties). Suppose that C is an ex
tremal rational curve on a smooth projective variety X and that the as
sociated extremal contraction cont[c] is a birational morphism: X-+ Z, 
with exceptional set E C X mapped toE C Z. We may assume that 
C C Eb = cont[(ij(b) for a general point b E E and C is a rational 
curve of minimum degree in Eb. Let F -+ S be the maximal family of 
rational curves on E which contains C as a closed fibre. Then, for an 
arbitrary closed point x E Eb, the closed subset S(x) C S consists of 
rational curves on Eb, and hence F(x) is unsplitting (by the condition 
that degC is minimum). Furthermore we have 

prx(F) c E, 
dimpr(F(x))::::; dimEb =dimE- dimE 

for the general point x in E. Hence 

0 < (C, -Kx)::::; 2dimE- dimE- n + 1, 

d. E n+dimE 
liD ;::: 2 ' 

11 A projective, surjective, birational morphism X ---> Z is called an ex
tremal contraction if the relative Picard number p(X/Y) is one with the an
ticanonical bundle -Kx relatively ample over Z. Given such a contraction, 
we can find a curve C C X such that an effective 1-cycle C' on X collapes 
to a point on Z if and only if R[C] = R[C'] in N1 (X), the numerical equiva
lence classes of the 1-cycles. There is an one-to-one correspondence between 
the extremal ray R2: 0 [C] C N 1 (X) and the extremal contraction cont[c]· It is 
known that an extremal ray is generated by a rational curve (extremal ratio
nal curve). We refer the reader to [Mo2], [Mo3] and [KM] for the theory of 
extremal contractions. 
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thus ruling out birational extremal contractions with small exceptional 
loci. 12 

Thus the unsplitting condition is already a tight constraint for a 
closed family of rational curves F --+ S. If we impose an additional 
condition, however, we can say much more about the projection prx : 
F(x) --+X. Indeed, we have the following proposition, which is a naive 
prototype of the more complex argument in Section 4 below. 

Proposition 2.7 (char k = 0). Let X be a projective variety and 
x a closed point on the smooth locus of X. Let S C Chow(X) be a 
closed irreducible subvariety and F --+ S the associated universal family 
of cycles. Assume that F --+ S satisfies the following three conditions: 

(a) ( unsplitting) Each fibre Fs is a reduced irreducible mtional curve 
on X. 

(b) (base point) Each Fs passes through the base point x E X 
(i.e., S = S(x)). 

(c) (smoothness at the base point) Each F8 is smooth at x. 

Then the natuml projection pr x : F --+ X is bimtional onto the image. 

Proof. Take the normalization prs : F --+ S of the fibre space 
pr8 : F--+ S. Let prx : F--+ X be the natural projection. Then, by 
condition (c), the inverse image ax = pr :X 1 ( x) is a single nonsingular 
point on each fibre F 8 overs E S. Thus ax is a well-defined section of 
the JP>1-bundle morphism pr8 , and in particular defines a Cartier divisor 
on F. By this property, pr x : F --+ X naturally lifts to a morphism 
pr_x: F--+ X= Blx(X). Let Fs C X be the strict transform of F8 C X. 
It is clear that pr_x(Fs) = Fs. 

Put Y = pr_x(F) C X. Let yo C Y and F~ C F8 be the smooth 
loci. Then we prove the inclusion relation 

where s E S lies over s E S. Once this is proven, the assertion is more 
or less clear. 

Note that F8° n yo is locally complete intersection in yo, so that 
its inverse image in F does not contain a zero-dimensional component. 
Thus it suffices to show that any complete curve r contained in pr_i1 (Fs) 

is of the form {s} X F s· If r is one of the fibre of prs, then the universal 

12In view of Theorem 0.1, we can show that the normalization of a general 
fibre Eb of the projection E --> B is a disjoint union of finite quotients of 
projective n-d~m B -space if dimE attains the minimum possible value n+d~m B. 
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property of Chow schemes implies that the image of r on F must be 
{ s} x Fs, and the assertion readily follows. 

We derive a contradiction from the hypothesis that r is not a fi
bre. Let B be the normalization of pr8 (r) C S. Consider the fibre 
product Fs = B x 8 F, which is a geometric ruled surface over B with 

a distinguished section ax : B ---+ F B and a projection ¢ : F B ---+ X. 
Let H E Pic(X) be the total transform of an ample divisor on X and 
Ex C X the exceptional divisor. Then ¢*Ex = ax by construction. It 
is well-known that the Neron-Severi group NS(Fs) is freely generated 
by the section ax and a fibre f of the ruling. If d > 0 denotes the map
ping degree of the surjection r ___.. Fs, then we compute the intersection 
numbers on the ruled surface F B: 

(f, ¢*H) = (F 8 , pr'5tH) = (Fs, H) = deg Fs > 0, 

(ax,¢* H) = deg(ax/ Ex)(Ex, H) = 0, 

(r, ax) = (r, ¢*Ex) = d(Fs, Ex) = d = d(f, ax) > 0, 

(r,¢*H) = d(Fs,H) = ddeg(Fs) = d(f,¢*H) > 0. 

The first two equations show that the two divisors H and ax are inde
pendent in NS(Fs) @z Ql '::' QEB2, and thus the last two equalities yield 
the numerical equivalence r ~ df. However, an irreducible effective divi
sor numerically equivalent to a multiple of a fibre f is necessarily a fibre, 
contradicting our assumption.13 Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.5 bounds the intersection number (C, -Kx) from above 
under the condition that C cannot be deformed to split off extra com
ponents. The dominance condition on F gives a bound in the opposite 
direction. 

Theorem 2.8 (char k = 0). Let pr8 : F ---+ S be a family of 
rational curves on a projective variety X and C an irreducible, reduced 
member of the family. Fix a general closed point x on X. 

( 1) Assume that F is dominant and that pr x (C) lies on the smooth 
locus of X. Then we have the inequality 

(C, -Kx) 2: dimprx(F(x)) + 1. 

13We have actually proved something a little stronger than the statement 
of Proposition 2.7: pr_x : F---> Y = pr_x(F) C X= Blx(X) is an isomorphism 
over the smooth locus U0 of an open neighbourhood U C Y of the exceptional 
divisor Ex n Y. 
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If, in addition, F --+ S is closed, maximal and unsplitting at x, we have 
the equality 

(C, -Kx) = dimprx(F(x)) + 1 = dimF(x) + 1. 

(2) Let F --+ S be a closed, maximal, dominant family of rational 
curves on X. Assume that 

a) F is unsplitting at x, that 
b) C is a general fibre ofF --+ S and that 
c) pr x (C) lies on the smooth locus of X and passes through x. 

Let f : lP'1 --+ X be the composite of the normalization morphism lP'1 --+ C 
and the projection pr x : C --+ X. Then 

where e = dimF(x) = dimS(x) + 1. 

Proof. Since the intersection number is invariant under the flat 
deformation, we may assume that C is a general member of the family 
in order to compute ( C,-Kx ). Consider the normalization pr8 : F--+ S 
of the fibration with the second projection prx : F --+ X. Let C ~ 
lP'1 be the normalization of C. We view C as a general fibre over S. 
Then F is etale locally a product s X lP'1 . Hence we have a natural 
homomorphism between tangent spaces ecxs --+ pr:X8x, of maximal 

rank at a general point of C = {[C]} x C. The sheaf 8cxs restricted to 
Cis isomorphic to 0(2) EB (]dims. In particular, ifF is dominant, then 
pr:X8x is semipositive on C by Sard's theorem. 

Next consider the subfamily F(x) --+ S(x) and its normalization 
F(x)--+ S(x), a lP'1-bundle. The inverse image pr:X1 (x) in F(x) contains 
a component CJ which is finite and dominating over S(x). Hence, after a 
suitable finite base change W--+ S(x), we get a section CJo : W--+ Fw = 
w Xs F which covers the multisection (J c F(x). Then, etale locally, 
Fw = W x C 0 , CJo = W x { oo }, where Co is the fibre of a general point 
of S(x). Hence we have a natural morphism W--+ Hom(lP'1 , X; oo ~ x). 
The differential of the associated morphism W x lP'1 --+ X has rank equal 
to dimprx(F(x)) at a general point of Co and fits into the commutative 
diagram 

1 1 
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where the vertical arrows stand for natural inclusion maps. Since F is 
dominant over X, we may assume that xis general and that C = C0 . 

Thus we conclude that the vector bundle £ = prx8xlc on C ~ 1P'1 

satisfies: 

( 1) £ is a direct sum of line bundles £ 1 , ... , Ln; 
(2) Each summand Li has nonnegative degree; 
(3) There are are at least e = dimprx(F(x)) summand of positive 

degree; 
(4) There is a summand of degree :2:: 2. 

Hence (C,-Kx) = deg8xlc = deg£ :2:: dimprx(F(x)) + 1. IfF is 
unsplitting at x, we have the inequality of the converse direction by 
Corollary 2.5, so that £1 = 0(2), L2, ... , Le = 0(1), Le+l, ... , Ln = 0. 

Q.E.D. 

3. Unsplitting families of singular rational curves and a theo
rem of Kebekus 

In this section, every scheme or morphism is defined over an alge
braically closed field k of characteristic zero. 

Definition 3.1. A singular rational curve C is said to be nodal 
if the normalization v : 1P'1 --+ C is set theoretically not bijective. 14 

Any nodal rational curve is (non-canonically) a birational image of the 
standard nodal curve obtained by identifying two distinct points (say 
0 and oo) of 1P'1 . The standard nodal curve is isomorphic to the plane 
cubic y 2 = x2(x- 1). 

Similarly, C is said to have a cusp at x E C if there is a point p E 
C ~ 1P'1 (say oo) such that JxOJP>l C J~, or, equivalently, if a sufficiently 
small analytic (or formal) neighbourhood of x in C has an irreducible 
branch which has multiplicity :2:: 2 at x. (Here J• denotes the defining 
ideal of •.) Any cuspidal curve is an image of the standard cuspidal 
cubic y2 = x 3 by a birational morphism. 

Note that a singular curve C is nodal or cuspidal at some point 
x E C, but these two properties are not mutually exclusive. 

An unsplitting family of rational curves F --+ S is said to be a family 
of singular [resp. nodal, cuspidal] rational curves if a general member 
(= general fibre) is a singular [resp. nodal, cuspidal] rational curve. 
Every member of a family of singular [resp. cuspidal] rational curves 
is singular [resp. cuspidal], while special members of a family of nodal 
curves may not be nodal. 

140ur definition of nodal curves is not quite standard. We do not require 
that the normalization map lP'1 --+ C is unramified. The curve C can be nodal 
and simultaneously cuspidal at a given point x. 
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Lemma 3.2. Assume that char k = 0. 
(1) Let F -t S be an unsplitting family of nodal rational curves. 

Then, after a surjective finite base change W -t S by a normal variety 
W, we can find two distinct sections a1, a 2 : W -t Fw, into the normal
ization of Fw = W Xs F, such that the natural projection Fw -t Fw 
identifies the two sections a 1 and a 2 . 

(2) IfF -t S is an unsplitting family of cuspidal rational curves, 
then after a surjective finite base change W -t S, there exists a section 
a : W -t Fw such that OFw C Ow + v*OFw ( -2a) via the projection 

v:Fw-tFw. 

Proof. Let Sing(F IS) denote the closed subset 

U {[C]} x Sing(C) c F. 
[C]ES 

When F is a family of singular rational curves, Sing(FIS) is finite and 
dominant over S. Choose an irreducible component V C Sing(F IS) 
which surjects onto S, and let W be the normal Galois closure of the 
projection V -t S. Then the inverse image :E C Fw of Vis a union of 
sections. If a general member of F is nodal, we can choose V so that :E 
contains at least two distinct sections. If every member of F is cuspidal, 
we can choose V such that JvOp;w is contained in J; for a suitable 
irreducible component a of :E. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 3.3 (Existence of singular cubic models for unsplitting 
family of singular rational curves [Ke1] and [Ke2]). Let the notation 
be as in Lemma 3.2. IfF -t S is an unsplitting family of nodal [resp. 
cuspidal] rational curves, then after a finite surjective base change W -t 

S, there exists a family C -t W such that 

( 1) each fibre Cw is an irreducible singular plane cubic and a general 
fibre is a nodal plane cubic [resp. each fibre Cw is a cuspidal 
plane cubic ] and that 

(2) the natural projection Fw -t Fw factors through C. 

The Bend and Break (Theorem 1.8) gives a constraint for an un
splitting family of nodal rational curves. 

Proposition 3.4. Let X be a projective variety and S C Chow(X) 
a closed subvariety which parameterizes an unsplitting family F of nodal 
rational curves on X (i.e., a general member of F is a nodal curve ) . 
Let Node( F IS) be the locally closed subset of nodal loci of the fibres (i.e., 
Node(FIS) is Sing(FIS) minus the purely cuspidal locus). Then the 
natural projection Node(FIS) -t X via prx: F -t X is quasi-finite. In 
particular, dimS= dimNode(FIS)::; dimX. 
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Proof. By definition, Node(F / S) is dominant and quasi-finite over 
S. Assume that there is a (not necessarily complete) curve B in 
Node(F/ S) which is contracted to a single point x EX via prx. Take the 
closure Be of Bin F(x). Its image V C S via pr8 is a non-trivial com
plete curve. By the base change V-+ S, we get a one-parameter family 
of nodal curves. Take a suitable finite, smooth base change W -+ V such 
that the inverse image of Bin the normalization Fw of Fw = W Xs F 
is a union of two or more sections. Since Fw is a lP'1-bundle over the 
smooth curve W, it is a ruled surface with two distinct sections which 
are contracted to the point x. This means Fw contains two distinct 
curves with negative self-intersection number, which is impossible by 
elementary theory of ruled surfaces. Q.E.D. 

Definition 3.5. Let I; be a reduced scheme. By a family of irre
ducible singular plane cubics Cover I;, we mean a proper (not necessarily 
projective) flat morphism 1r : C -+ I; whose fibres are isomorphic to irre
ducible singular plane cubics. Note that, in our definition, the structure 
of plane cubics may change from fibre to fibre, and therefore 1f is not 
necessarily (globally) projectiv~. A generic example of such families is 
indeed non-projective. 

Corollary 3.3 asserts that an unsplitting family of singular curves 
F -+ S is dominated by C -+ I;, a family of irreducible singular plane 
cubics. 

In general, a one-parameter family of singular cubic curves has nodal 
generic fibre and several cuspidal special fibres. Only very special fam
ilies have fibres of constant type. In such an exceptional case, the pro
jectivity condition almost completely determines the global structure of 
the family. 

Lemma 3.6 (Kebekus [Kel] and [Ke2]). Let 1f: C = {(s, Cs)}sEE 
-+ I; be a family of irreducible singular cubic curves over a smooth pro
jective curve I;. Suppose that one of the following mutually exclusive 
conditions is satisfied: 

(C) A general member Cs is a cuspidal cubic, or 
(N) Every member Cs is a nodal cubic. 

If C is furthermore projective15 over I;, then after replacing the base 
curve I; by a suitable finite etale cover, we can find a section a : I; -+ C 
such that a(I;) lies on the smooth locus of C. In Case (N) (i.e., every 

15There are several ways to define projectivity. Our convention here is 
that an S-scheme Y is projective over S if there exists a line bundle L globally 
defined on Y which is relatively ample. 
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C8 is nodal), the normalization of C is a trivial bundle E x JP>1 after an 
etale base change. 

The proof of Lemma 3.6 relies on the theory of relative Picard 
schemes. 

Given a family of irreducible singular cubic curves C parameterized 
byE, let 

Pic(C/E) = lJ Picd(C/E) 
dEZ 

denote the relative Picard scheme, which is a E-scheme-functor defined 
as follows. For an arbitrary E-scheme T, the set of the T-valued points 
Pied ( C /E) (T) consists of the equivalence classes of line bundles on T x EC 
of which restriction to each fibre over T has degree d. Here two line 
bundles £ 1 and £ 2 are said to be equivalent if and only if there exists a 
line bundle MonT such that £ 2 and prrM0L1 are mutually isomorphic 
as OrxEc-modules. 

The relative Picard scheme w : Pic( C /E) --+ E and its open and 
closed subset (degree-zero part) w 0 : Pic0 ( C /E) --+ E are commutative 
group schemes over E, the multiplication being the tensor product. (In 
the following we adopt multiplicative notation for the group law of the 
relative Picard scheme.) 

When C --+ E is a family of irreducible singular plane cubics, the 
fibre (w0 )-1 (s) over a closed point s E E is either the algebraic torus 
Gm ( = C x if the ground field is C) or the additive group scheme Ga 
(=C) according as Cs is nodal or cuspidal. Pic0 (C/E) has a canonical 
global section [Oc], which is the unity section with respect to the group 
law. 

Since each fibre C8 over s E E is reduced, the fibre space 1r : C --+ 

E admits an analytic local section a8 defined on a neighbourhood of 
s (alternatively, a local section in etale topology). An arbitrary local 
section a 8 determines 

(1) a local identification (in analytic or etale topology) 

Picd(C/E) ~ Pic0 (C/E) 

[L] ~ [L 0 0( -da8 )], 

and hence gives 
(2) a natural Pic0 (C/E)-torsor structure on Picd(C/E). 

Let U = {Ui} be an open covering of E (in analytic or etale topology) 
and Ui : ui --+ c a local section. It is straightforward to check that 
the cohomology class {afajd} E H1 (U,Pic0 (C/E)) does not depend on 
the choice of the open covering U or on the choice of the ai, and thus 
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determines an invariant (the characteristic class) 

c(Picd ( C /'E)) = c(Pic1 ( C /'E) )d 

E H~nn('E,Pic0 (C/'E)), orE H!t('E,Pic0 (C/'E)) 

of the torsor. The characteristic class vanishes if and only if Pied ( C /'E) 
admits a global section over 'E. 

General nonsense tells us that the structure of Picd(C/'E) as a 
Pic0 (C/'E)-torsor is completely determined by the characteristic class. 
In particular, Picd(C/'E) is isomorphic to Pic0 (C/'E) (i.e., a trivial 
Pic0 (C/'E)-torsor) if and only if Picd(C/'E) admits a global section over 
'E. 

These general remarks being said, we note the following 

Lemma 3. 7. Let 1r : C ----+ '£, be a family of irreducible singu
lar cubic curves as above. There is a natural '£,-isomorphism between 
Pic1 ( C /'E) and the open subset co of C consisting of the smooth points 
of the fibres. Given integers d and m, the natural morphism [m] : 
Picd(C/'E) ----+ Picmd(C/'E) defined by [L] f-+ [L'Zim] is surjective. Let 
U be an open subset of L If every geometric fibre is cuspidal or ev
ery fibre is nodal over U and if T : U----+ Picdm(C/'E) is a section, then 
[m]- 1 (T(U)) c Picd(C/'E) is etale and finite over U. 

Proof. For a given '£,-scheme T and a given T-valued point 
a: T----+ c:r = T XE co, the correspondence a f-+ [OcT(a(T))] defines 
a natural morphism C0 (T)----+ Pic1 (C/'E)(T). 

Conversely, given an line bundle L of relative degree one on Cr, 
Riemann-Roch for the curve Ct of arithmetic genus one tells us that the 
linear system ILic, I consists of a unique effective member a(t), a sin
gle smooth point. This correspondence induces the inverse morphism: 
Pic1 (C/'E)(T) ----+ C0 (T), [L] f-+ a(t). Thus we have a natural isomor
phism co~ Pic1 (C/'E). 

The endomorphism [m] : Pic0 ( C /'E) ----+ Pic0 ( C /'E) is surjective. In
deed, this map is fibrewise given by z f-+ zm on Gm and by z f-+ mz on 
Ga. Then the natural Pic0 (C/'E)-torsor structure on Pic(C/'E) yields the 
surjectivity of [m] : Picd(C/'E)----+ Picmd(C/'E). 

In order to check the final statements, we notice that there is a local 
isomorphism Clv ~ V x C80 over a small analytic (or etale) open subset 
V C U. Then it is obvious that [m] : Pic0 (C/'E)Iv ----+ Pic0 (C/'E)Iv is 
surjective with kernel isomorphic to flm (the group of the m-th roots 
of unity) or {0} according as the fibres are multiplicative or additive. 

Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.8. If the type of the fibre of 1r : C --+ ~ jumps at a 
closed point s E ~' then the kernel of [m] : Pic0 (C/~) --+ Pic0 (C/~) is 
not flat, not proper over~-

Assume that C8 is cuspidal with other fibres being nodal. Identify 
Pic0 ( C /~) locally with Pic1 ( C /~) = C0 • The normalization Cis a natural 
compactification of C0 • The complement D = C \ C0 is a union of two 
sections meeting each other at x E Covers. Then the closure of Ker[m] 
is a union of section cro = [Oc] and m -1 sections a~, ... , O"m-l : ~ --+ C 
which meet D at x. 

Proof of Lemma 3.6. Since 1r : C --+ ~ is assumed to be projective, 
there exists a global ample line bundle L on C. If deg Lie. = d, then 
[L] is a global section of Picd(C/~). Consider the surjective morphism 
[d] : Pic1 (C/~) --+ Picd(C/~). The inverse image E = [d]-1 ([L]) C 

Pic1 (C/~) is finite etale over~ by Lemma 3.7. Hence by the etale base 
change Ct = E x :E C, we get either a single section a or d disjoint 
sections cri: E--+ Pic1 (Ct)E) according to the case (C) or (N). Noting 
that Pic1 (Ct/E) is naturally identified with q, we are done. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.6 has intriguing applications to the geometry of rational 
curves on uniruled varieties. 

Corollary 3.9. Let X be a projective variety and x E X a closed 
point. LetS C Chow(X) be a closed subvariety such that S = S(x) (i.e., 
every s E S represents an effective cycle passing through x). Assume that 
S is a family of unsplitting rational curves (at x) and that each element 
s represents a singular rational curve. 

(1) If every s E S represents a curve C8 C X with at least one cus
pidal singularity, then each irreducible component ofprx(Cusp(F/8)), 
the locus of the cuspidal singularities of the C8 in X, is either identical 
with the one-point set { x} or disjoint from x. 

(2) If nos E 8 corresponds to a curve C8 with cuspidal singularities, 
then S is a finite set. 

Proof. Assume that S is a curve. Take a suitable smooth projective 
curve ~which dominates S. In case (1) or (2), we can find a family of 
singular cubics C --+ ~' with every fibre being accordingly cuspidal or 
nodal, such that C --+ ~ dominates the universal family F --+ S. Let 
prx : C --+ X be the projection naturally induced by prx : F --+ S. 
The normalization C--+ ~ of the family C --+ ~ is a JP>1-bundle. By the 
unsplitting property (at x) ofF --+ S, it follows that prx and prx are 
finite over X\ {x}. Hence the one-dimensional component of prx1 (x) 
is a curve with negative self-intersection and hence the unique minimal 
section CTx of the geometric ruled surface C--+ ~-
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When C is a family of nodal cubics, Lemma 3.6 says that C is essen
tially (namely after a base change) a trivial bundle without any negative 
section, meaning the assertion (2). 

If Cis a family of cuspidal cubics, let 'Y C C be the section obtained as 
the inverse image of the cuspidallocus. Then, by Lemma 3.6, there exists 
a section a : ~ ~ C which does not meet 'Y, implying that the unique 
negative section ax must coincide either with a or with 'Y· Consequently, 
'Y is either away from, or identical with, ax, yielding (1) when dimS= 1. 
If S has dimension two or more, we can verify the assertion by taking 
all curves in it. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3.10 (Kebekus [Ke1] and [Ke2]). Let X be a projective 
variety of dimension n and S C Chow( X) a closed, dominant family of 
rational curves on X. Assume that S is unsplitting on an open subset 
U C X and fix a general point x E U. Then 

(1) there is no member of S which has a cuspidal singularity at x; 
(2) there exist only finitely many members of S which have singu

larity at x (the singular point x of such a member C is necessarily nodal 
by (1)); and 

(3) if C is a member of S which is singular at x, then there are an 
n-dimensionallocally closed subset ~ C S and a one-dimensional locally 
closed subset ~(x) C S(x) such that [C] E ~(x) C ~ and that~ consists 
of nodal curves. 

Proof. We start with the proof of (1). Suppose that for every 
x E X there is a member of S with a cuspidal singularity at x. Then, 
by Corollary 3.3, it follows that there exists a family of cuspidal cubics 
1r : C ~ T with cuspidallocus Cusp(C/T) and morphisms cP : C ~ F, 
r.p : T ~ S such that 

a) the diagram 

C ----+ F 
<l> 

T----+ S 

"' 
is commutative, that 

b) the closed fibre Ct overt E Tis a partial normalization of F<p(t) 

and that 
c) the restsriction of W = prxcP: C ~X to Cusp(C/T) is a surjec

tive morphism onto X. 
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In particular, by simple dimension count, we have 

dim n(w- 1 (x)) =dim w- 1 (x) 

= dim(w-1 (x) n Cusp(C/T)) + 1 =dim n(w- 1 (x) n Cusp(C/T)) + 1, 

provided x E X is general. Hence we can find a pointed smooth complete 
curve(~, o) and a non-constant morphism f: ~---+ n(w- 1 (x)) C T such 
that 

f(o) E n(w- 1 (x) n Cusp(C/T)), 

f(~) ct. n(w- 1 (x) n Cusp(C/T)). 

Let g : CE ---+ X be the naturally induced morphism from the one
parameter family of plane cubics CE = ~ Xr C to X. By construction, 
g-1 ( x) contains a rational section over ~ but 7rE (g- 1 ( x) nCusp( CE /~)) is 
a finite set containing o, contradicting Corollary 3.9(1). This completes 
the proof of (1). 

The assertion (2) follows from Proposition 3.4. 
In order to prove (3), letT be an irreducible component of the closed 

subset C S, which parameterizes the singular rational curves. If there is 
a member C E S which is singular at a general point x, then there exists 
aT C Sand the associated family G---+ T, with Sing(G/T) dominating 
X. By (1), a general point ofT represents a curve without cusps on an 
open subset U C X. Hence the dominant morphism Sing( G /T) ---+ X is 
generically finite over U, so that 

dimT = dimSing(G/T) = dimU =dim X= n, 

dimG = dimT + 1 = n + 1, 

dimT(x) = dimG- dim X= 1, 

whence follows the statement (3). 

PART II. Characterizations of Projective n-Space 

Q.E.D. 

4. A characterization of projective n-space by the existence of 
unsplitting, doubly-dominant family of rational curves 

In this section, we prove that a normal variety which carries an 
unsplitting, doubly dominant family of rational curves F parametrized 
by an irreducible variety S is necessarily projective space. 
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Given a closed point x E X and a closed family F--+ S of rational 
curves in X, put 

S(x) = pr8 (pr_X1 (x)), 

F(x) = S(x) Xs F. 

The fibre space F(x) --+ S(x) is nothing but the closed subfamily con
sisting of curves passing through x. 

Lemma 4.1. (1) A family F of rational curves on X is doubly 
dominant if and only if the natural projection prx : F(x) --+ X is sur
jective for each closed point x E X. If F is doubly dominant and x 
is general, then the restriction of pr x to each irreducible component of 
F(x) is a morphism onto X. 

(2) IfF is doubly dominant and unsplitting at a general point x EX, 
then prx: F(x)--+ X is finite over X\ {x}. 

Proof. The statement (1) is a verbal rephrasing of our definition, 
whereas (2) was proved by Proposition 2.4(2). Q.E.D. 

Our goal in this section is the following 

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a normal projective variety defined over 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. If X carries a closed, 
irreducible, maximal, doubly-dominant family of rational curves F --+ S 
which is unsplitting on an open subset U (i.e., every point of S(x) rep
resents an irreducible and reduced curve for x E U), then X is a finite 
quotient of!Fm by 1r1 (X \Sing( X)). IfF--+ Sis everywhere unsplitting, 
then X is isomorphic to a projective space ]pm. 

The proof of Theorem 4.2 consists of ten steps. From Step 1 through 
Step 9, we require that the doubly-dominant family F--+ Sis unsplitting 
on an open subset, while in Step 10 we assume that F is everywhere 
unsplitting. A rough plan of our proof is as follows: 

Take the normalization F (x) --+ S (x) of the subfamily F (x) --+ S (x) 
(more precisely, an irreducible component of this subfamily). This 
JID1-bundle carries a distinguished section a: S(x)--+ F(x), whose image 
in X is the base point x. Note that a = a(S(x)) is a Cartier divi
sor on F(x). The inverse image of x in F(x) is the disjoint union of 
a and a finite closed subscheme, say ~- The monoidal transformation 
at ~ gives a morphism prx : F(x) --+ X = Blx(X). In Step 3, we 
show that Prx maps a~ S(x) birationally onto the exceptional divisor 
Ex C X. In Step 4, the projection F(x)--+ X turns out to be unramified 
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in codimension one. From Step 5 through 8, we observe that F(x) is 
a lP'1-bundle over pn-l, from which we conclude in Step 9 that F(x) is 
a one-point blow up of lP'n, with X a quotient of lP'n by a finite group. 
Finally in Step 10, we check that F cannot be globally unsplitting if X 
is a non-trivial quotient of lP'n. 

Before going into the proof, we fix notation. 
By*, we denote the normalization of*· IfF is unsplitting at x, then 

F(x) is a lP'1-bundle over S(x). prx and prs(x) stand for the natural 

projections from F(x) to X and to S(x). 
Assume that F is unsplitting at a general point x E X. Then by 

Kebekus' Theorem 3.10, almost every member C of S(x) is smooth at x, 
except for possibly finitely many C/s which have nodal singularities at x. 
Thus the pullback-of the closed subscheme x E X on the normalization of 
Ci is a disjoint union of reduced points. It follows that pr:X1 (x) c F(x) 
is a union of a divisor IJ which is a (single-valued) section of the fibration 
F(x) ---t S(x) plus a closed subscheme supported on finitely many points 
on F(x) away from IJ. In what follows, the section IJ is referred as the 
distinguished section (with respect to the fibration F(x) ---t S(x)). 

In general, the closed subset S(x) of the irreducible projective vari
ety S could be reducible. We denote by S0 (x) an (arbitrary) irreducible 
component of S(x). 

When a smooth curve C lies in the smooth locus of X, the normal 
bundle of C is denoted by N c; x. 

Given a closed smooth point z of a variety Z, let J-Lz : Blz(Z) ---t Z 
be the blowing-up at z and let Ez C Blz(Z) stand for the associated 
exceptional divisor. Blx(X) is usually denoted by X in order to simplify 
the notation. 

Let us begin the proof of Theorem 4.2. 

Step 1. Let C be a general member of S(x). Then C is smooth 
and lies on the smooth locus of X with normal bundleNc;x isomorphic 
to 0(1)n-l. S(x) is smooth at [C] and there exists an open (in Zariski 
topology) neighbourhood V C S(x) of [C], such that the restriction of 
prx : F ---t X to V Xs F naturally lifts to an etale morphism to Blx(X). 

Proof. By Theorem 3.10, almost every C E S(x) is smooth at x. By 
Proposition 2.4(2), we have dimS(x,Sing(X))::; dimSing(X). Since X 
is normal of dimension n, the singular locus of X has dimension ::; n- 2. 
Hence S(x, Sing(X)) has dimension::; n- 2, while the dominant family 
S(x) has dimension n- 1. Thus a general member C is smooth at x 
and is off Sing(X). In particular, the inverse image of x E X via the 
projection prx : F(x) ____,X is, near the general fibre C C F(x), exactly 
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the distinguished section a, which is a Cartier divisor. Hence, around 
C, we can naturally lift prx to a morphism prx to X= Blx(X). 

Since x EX is general and F(x) is dominant, Theorem 2.8(2) applies 
to show that pr:X8xlc ~ 0(2) EB O(l)tBn-1 . Noticing that Cis smooth 
at x and that pr x is of maximal rank at a general point of C, we infer 
that 

prk8xlc ~ 0(2) EB otBn- 1 = 8F(x)lc· 

This means that pr x is an analytic isomorphism near C and therefore 
that C is smooth outside x as well as at x. Q.E.D. 

Step 2. LetT -t S(x) be a non-constant morphism from a smooth 
curve. Put Fr = T Xs(x) F(x) and let if! : Fr -t X and prT : Fr -t T 
be the natural projections. Then we have 

Jx = Jx~T = JuT II Ji, 
i 

where ar is a section T -t Fr and Ji is the defining ideal of a zero
dimensional closed subscheme supported by a point Pi away from ar. 

Furthermore, around Pi, there exists a local coordinate system 
( z~, z2 ) such that Ji = ( z~, z;';), mi E Z>o. In particular, the monoidal 
transformation v : Fr -t Fr with respect to the ideal Jx C OFT gives a 
normal variety with at worst rational double points of type Am;-1 . The 
ideal Ji defines an exceptional Cartier divisor miri over Pi E Fr, where 
Ti C Fr is a Weil divisor isomorphic to IP'1 . 

Assume that a closed subscheme Z ~ if!(Fr) satisfies the following 
two conditions 

(1) z 3 x, 
(2) Z transversally meets all the smooth analytic branches of Cj at 

x whenever Cj in S(x) has a singularity at x. 

Then we have the inclusion relations 

0- (-m·r.·) :J JzO- rf 0- ((-m· - l)r.·). FT • • FT "1= FT • • 

Proof. Since each fibre of F(x) -t S(x) passes through x and has no 
cuspidal singularity at x, the closed subset if!-1 (x) C Fr cuts out a non
empty, reduced closed subset from each fibre of Fr -t T. Furthermore, 
there are only finitely many fibres C F(x) that have nodal singularities 
at x. This implies that the subset defined by Jx is a disjoint union of 
a section ar plus a 0-dimensional subscheme away from ar. Let Pi be 
a closed point which supports a zero-dimensional connected component, 
with ti = prT(pi) its image in T. Let (z1 , z2 ) be a local coordinate 
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system of the smooth ruled surface Fr around Pi such that the fibre 
pr T 1 ( ti) is defined by z2 = 0. Then we have 

because Ji defines the reduced point Pi on the fibre. Hence Ji,p; is of 
the form (z1 , z;";), an ideal generated by two generators. Near Pi, the 
monoidal transformation v is thus a subvariety in Fr x IP'1 defined by 

on two affine subsets ~ Fr x AJ. If mi > 1, then Fr has a unique 
singularity z1 = z2 = u = 0 of type Am;-1 over Pi· The ideal Ji = 
(z1, z;";) is a principal ideal generated by z1 or z;"; on the open subsets, 
while the Weil divisor Ti is defined by z1 = z2 = 0. 

Put Ci = prr1 (prr(Pi)) c Fr. Since <P(pi) = <P(ar n Ci) = x, the 
image <P( Ci) has a nodal singularity at x. Therefore the two conditions 
(1) and (2) on the closed subscheme Z mean that 

(1 *) Ji ::J J zOpT and that 
(2*) ]zOe; = (z1 ) in terms of the local coordinate as above. 

These two properties amount to saying that J zO-F p· contains an el-
T,' 

ement of the form (unit )z1 + gz;"\ g E OFT,Pi. The pullback of this 
element generates z10pT = 0(-miTi) C OpT on the first affine open 
subset given by z;"; = uz1. Q.E.D. 

Step 3. Let x E X be a general closed point and X = J?lx(X) 
the one-point blowup at x, with the exceptional divisor Ex C X. Fix 
an arbitrary irreducible component F0 (x) ____, S0 (x) of the fibre space 
F(x) ____, S(x). Let pr.x : F 0 (x) --+ X be the dominant rational map 
induced by the projection prx : F 0 (x) ____,X. Blow up F(x) along a zero
dimensional subscheme away from a to eliminate the indeterminacy of 
pr.x and we get a morphism pr.x : F(x) ____,X= Blx(X). Lets E So(x) 
be a general closed point such that 

(1) Cs = pri1 (s) C F 0 (x) is mapped onto a smooth curve Cs on 
X\ Sing(X) with normal bundle 0(1)Eiln- 1 and that 

(2) Cs is transversal with every member C' of S (x) which is singular 
at x. 

Let C8 C X be the strict transform of Cs C X. Then pr~1 (Cs) is 

scheme-theoretically a union of C s and a closed sub scheme which does 
not meet a. The restriction of pr x to a gives a birational morphism 
S0 (x) ~a____, Ex~ IP'n- 1 . (Here Cs and a are viewed as subschemes of 
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F0 (x) since the monoidal transformation F0 (x) ---+ Fo(x) does not affect 
the neighbourhoods of Cs and a.) 

Proof. For simplicity of the notation, assume that S(x) is irre
ducible. For general case, one has only to put the subscript 0 to every
thing relevant. 

Fix a general point s E S(x) and let C C F(x) be the fibre over 
s. C = pr x (C) C X is an everywhere smooth rational curve through x 
and off Sing(X). It is easy to check that C satisfies the conditions (1) 
and (2) above. 

The smooth curve C is locally complete intersection on X, so that 
pr);} (C) is a union of the distinguished section a and purely one
dimensional components (because prx is finite over X \ {x} ). One of 
the one-dimensional components is the trivial one C = B 0 . Let Bj, 
j = 1, 2, ... be the extra one-dimensional components. Then we have 
the following claim 

Claim. The extra components Bj C F(x) (j?: 1) do not meet the 
distinguished section a. 

Assume for a while that this claim is true. Blow up F(x) at 
the finitely many points Pi so that we have a well-defined morphism 
pr_x : F(x) ---+X= Blx(X), a process which does not affect open neigh
bourhoods of a and of C in F(x). 

Let C C X denote the strict transform of C C X. Then, by con
struction, pr:R1 (C) is the union of C and the strict transforms B1 of B1, 

j = 1, 2, .... In particular, the inverse image of Ex n c in a c:::: (j c F(x) 
is 

an (c u .81 u .82 u ... ) =an c, 
a single point. Thus the projection pr X : a = a ---+ Ex is generically 
one-to-one. 

This shows that the assertion we want to prove follows from Claim 
above. 

Proof of Claim. Fix an arbitrary component Bj and denote it by 
B for the sake of simplicity of notation. Let r be the normalization 
of prS(x) (B) c S(x), and Fr the fibre product r Xs(x) F(x). Fr is a 

1?1-bundle over the smooth curve r. The inverse image of B C F(x) 
in Fr contains a unique one-dimensional irreducible component Br, 
dominating CCX via the natural projection .P: Fr ---+X. 

Let v : Fr ---+ Fr be the monoidal transformation with respect to the 
ideal JxO:Fr· The naturally induced morphism ci! : Fr ---+X = Blx(X) 

is finite when restricted to Fr \ ar, and we have ci!* Ex = ar +I: miTi· 
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(Since v is an isomorphism near the section o-r, we refer by o-r also its 
inverse image in Fr.) 

Consider the commutative diagram 

Fr _______. 
<I> 

X= Blx(X) ~ 6 

lv lp 1~ 
Fr _______. 

<P 
X ~ C. 

By Step 2, we have 

(*) 0- (-ar - """m·-r·) ::> JcO- r-f 0- (-ar - """m·-r· - -r· ) Fr L....J • • Fr Y- Fr L....J • • •o 

for any irreducible component Tio of the exceptional divisor. 
The ideal sheaf JcOFr C OFr is of the form q(-D- o-r), where 

D is an effective Cartier divisor on the smooth surface Fr and q C 

OFr is an ideal defining a zero-dimensional closed subscheme. Thus the 

Cartier divisor v* D is necessarily of the form D +I: aiTi, where ai is 
a non-negative integer ::; mi (this is true because the Weil divisor Ti is 
irreducible and reduced). By ~onstrl!ction, Br C Fr is contained in D 
and so is its strict transform Br in D. 

Let d be the mapping degree of the finite cover &it:> : D ---> 6. 
Since (6, Ex)= 1 by the smoothness of Cat x, we have 

or, equivalently, 

(The intersection number T'f E Ql is well defined because miTi is Cartier.) 
Noting that D = v* D- I: aiTi and that the exceptional divisors Ti are 
disjoint from o-r, we obtain 

( D, o-r) = ( D, o-r) = d - 8, 

which yields the numerical equivalence 

(**) 
{j 

D ~ df+ --2 ar, 
-o-r 
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where f denotes a fibre of the ruling prr : Fr ----" r. 
Indeed, this is a direct consequence of (a) the fact that the Neron

Severi group of Fr is freely generated by f and ar, together with (b) the 
following table of intersection numbers: 

(f2 ) = 0, (f,ar) = 1, (af,) < 0, 

(f, <P* H)= (C, H) > 0, 
(ar, <P* H)= deg(ar----" <P(ar ))(<P(ar ), H) = 0, 

(D,ar) = d- 8 = d(f,ar)- 8, 

(D,<P*H) = d(C,H) = d(f,<P*H) > 0. 

Here H denotes an ample divisor on X. 
From the numerical equivalence (**) we deduce 

Then we get 

8 
--2 2: 1 E Z, 
-ar 

D2- 2d8- 82 

- 2 
-ar 

-2 2 2:: 2 2 2 8 8 D = D + ( a·'T·) > D -8 > D -8- = 2(d- 8)- > 0. ' '- - 2 2--ar -ar 

(Here we used the fact that Tl < 0, ar::; aimi, TiTj = 8ijTl.) The curve 
Br C Fr, which is an irreducible component of D, is away from ar 
if d- 8 = (D, ar) = 0. Hence Claim above reduces to the inequality 
D2 ::; 0, which we derive from the following observation. 16 

Since Cis general, the normal bundle Nc;x is of the form 0(1)(f)n- 1 

and so Ne:;x is trivial. Let X ----" X be the blow-up along C, with 

exceptional divisor E0 C X. The triviality of the normal bundle means 
that the divisor EciEc on E0 is seminegative. Perform blowing-ups 

16What we use below is the seminegativity of Nc;x rather than its triv
iality. If we start from a dominant family of rational curves unsplitting at a 
general point x EX, then Nc;x is always seminegative by virtue of Theorem 
2.8(2). Thus the above Claim as well as the statement of this step applies to 
a fairly wide class of families of rational curves. 
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Fr --+ Fr to have a commutative diagram 

p r -------;:--+ x 
<[> 

la 1~ 
p r -------::--+ x. 

<[> 

Then cP* E0 =a* D+A, where A is an effective divisor lying over finitely 
many points on Fr. Thus 

i)2 = (a*D) 2 < (a*D cP*E-) < 0 - ' c - ' 

because cP* E0 restricted to a* D is semi-negative. 
This completes the proofs of Claim and of Step 3 as well. Q.E.D. 

Step 4. The projection prx : F 0 (x) --+ X is unramified over 
X \ (Sing( X) U { x}). In particular, there exists a proper finite morphism 
Y--+ X, etale over X\ Sing(X) and a birational morphism F 0 (x) --+ Y 
which factor the morphism pr x. 

Proof. In order to prove the assertion, take a (unique) normal hi
rational modification A: FJ(x) ---t F 0 (x) such that prx : F 0 (x) --+X 
lifts to a finite morphism 

(Such a modification is constructed by first blowing up F 0 (x) and then 
taking the Stein factorization with respect to the projection onto X.) 
Since Fo(x)--+ X is finite over X\ {x}, we have the identity FJ(x) = 

F 0 (x) outside the inverse images of x EX. 
The strict transform a-~ of the distinguished section a- is a subvariety 

in FJ (x) which is finite and birational over Ex, and hence isomorphic to 
Ex~ IP'n- 1 by Zariski's Main Theorem. 

Recall that a-~ is a connected component of (pr~)- 1 Ex· Further-

more, the normal variety FJ (x) is smooth in codimension one and so 
is it at a general point of a-~. In particular, the Cartier divisor pr~Ex 
is of the form aa-~ locally near a general point of a-~ and hence glob
ally on a neighbourhood of a-~. On the other hand, the strict transform 
C~ c FJ(x) of a general fibre C c F 0 (x) satisfies 

( c~, a-~) = ( c, a-) = 1, 

(C~ ,pr~Ex) = (pr~(C), Ex)= 1. 
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Thus a = 1 and we have pr~ Ex = utt near utt, showing that pr~ is 

unramified near utt. 
By Step 1, pr x is unramified on (U U pri:(x) (W)) \ u, where W C 

S0 (x) is an open dense subset. This implies that prxi(Fo(x)\u) is un
ramified in codimension one, or equivalently, prx, finite over X\ {x}, 
is unramified over X \ (subset of codimension ~ 2), and we have the 
assertion by the purity of the branch loci. Q.E.D. 

Step 5. S0 (x) is a smooth variety birational to IP'n-1 . In particu
lar, the IP'1 -bundle F 0 (y) andY defined in Step 4 are both smooth and 
simply connected. 

Proof Let U C F0 (x) be a small open neighbourhood of u. U \ u 
is unramified over X \ { x} and hence smooth. Furthermore, for each 
s E So (x), the fibre C s = pr s 1 ( s) is a smooth IP'1 . Therefore, for each 
point p E C s n ( U \ uo), there is a smooth ( n - 1 )-dimensional analytic 

(or etale) slices; which cuts out p from Cs, inducing an analytic local 
- -t -

isomorphism (S0 (x), s) ~ SP. Thus S0 (x) is everywhere smooth. 
In the proof of Step 3, we have checked that S0 (x) was birational 

to IP'n-1 , and hence 1r1 (S0 (x)) ~ 1r1 (1P'n-1 ) = (1) because of the bira
tional invariance of the fundamental group of smooth projective va
rieties. Y is birational to the smooth variety F 0 (x). Furthermore, 
Y - (the finitely many smooth points over x E X) is isomorphic to an 
open subset of F 0 (x), so that Y is smooth and hence simply con
nected. Q.E.D. 

Step 6. Let Y be the smooth variety constructed above via F 0 (x). 
Then Y is a compactification of the universal cover of X \ Sing(X) by 
finitely many varieties and hence independent of the choice of the base 
point x E X. Thus a point y lying over a general point x is again a 
general point of Y, and F(x) --+ S(x) defines a dominant unsplitting 
family of rational curves on Y through a general closed point y E Y. 

Proof. For each fibre C ~ IP'1 , the morphism pry lc is generically 
one-to-one because so is prxlc· Hence {Cy} = {pry( C)} is a closed, 
dominant unsplitting family of rational curves (perhaps non-effectively) 
parameterized by S(x). The image of u in Y is a single pointy because 
it is irreducible and finite over x. This implies the assertion. Q.E.D. 

Step 7. Put 

Go= {(s,pry(Cs); s E So(x)} C So(x) x Y. 

Then we have F 0 (x) ~ G0 ; i.e., every pry(Cs) is smooth. 
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Proof. The projection pry : F 0 (x) ---+ Y factors through Go by 
construction. Since pry is birational and finite over Y \ {y}, we have 
F 0 (x) ~ G ~ Y over Y\ {y}. Thus every pry(Cs) C Y must be smooth 
off the base point y. 

If, however, some pry(Cs) has a singularity at a general point y, 
then Theorem 3.10(3) asserts that there is a one-parameter subfamily 
of nodal curves {pry(Ct)} with moving nodal locus, which contradicts 
what we have just seen. Hence pry(Cs) is smooth also at y. Q.E.D. 

Step 8. Let pry : F o (x) ---+ Y be the birational morphism as above. 
Then S0 (x) ~ pry1 (y) c F0 (x) is isomorphic to r- 1 and F 0 (x) ~ 
Bly(Y). 

Proof. Since every fibre C = C 8 is isomorphically mapped onto a 
curve through y = pry(a) in Y, we have a natural lift pr-y : F(x) ---+ 
Y = Bly(Y). This birational morphism induces a birational morphism 
a---+ Ey (~Ex) and the equality pr~Ey =a. Hence pr-y is unramified 
at a general point of a, and in the same time unramified on U \a, where 
U is an open neighbourhood of a. This shows that pr-y is unramified in 
U by the purity of the ramification locus on smooth varieties. Thus we 
have a isomorphism between U and an open neighbourhood of Ey in Y, 
inducing a ~ Ey· In particular, F(x) is birational, finite over Bly(Y), 
and hence isomorphic to Bly(Y) by Zariski's Main Theorem. Q.E.D. 

Step 9. Y ~ ]pm and pry(C) is a line. In other words, X is the 
finite quotient ]pm / G and the unsplitting rational curve C C X is the 
image of a line C ]pm, where G = 1r1(X \ Sing(X)). 

Proof. Fo(x) ~ Bly(Y) is a 1P'1-bundle over S0 (x) ~ pn-1. Since 
the distinguished section a is the exceptional divisor Ey ~ pn-1 via 
the isomorphism F 0 (x) ~ Bly(Y), we have O,.(a) ~ 0( -1). Thus the 
natural exact sequence 

and the pushforward by prso(x) induce the exact sequence 

0---+ OSo(x)---+ prSo(x) *OFo(x)(a)---+ OSo(x)(-1)---+ 0. 

This means that Bly(Y) ~ Fo(x) is the projective bundle lP'IP'n-1(0EB 
0(-1)) with a being lP'JP'n-1(0(-1)), implying that Y is isomorphic to 
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Q.E.D. 

We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 0.2, while Theo
rem 0.1 follows from 

Step 10. X= Y ~ ]pm ifF----> S is everywhere unsplitting. 

Proof. Since Y \(finite set) is the universal cover of X\ Sing(X), 
the fundamental group G = n1 (X \ Sing(X)) naturally acts on Y ~ ]pm 

and the normal variety X is the finite quotient under this action. 
Suppose that G is non-trivial. Take an arbitrary element g # 1 E 

G C Aut(JPn) = PGL(n+ 1, k). Then g E PGL(n+ 1, k), an element of 
finite order, can be diagonalized with at least two distinct eigenvalues 
,\1 , ,\2 . Choose eigenvectors v 1 , v2 E ccn+l corresponding to the eigen
values. The two dimensional space <Cv1 + <Cv2 defines a (g)-stable line 
C0 in lPn ~ Y, on which g acts non-trivially. 

Recall that F(x) was a family of lines in Y = lPn passing through 
y lying over x E X. It follows, then, that each point of S is the im
age of a line C Y in X. In particular, S can be viewed as a closed 
subset of the quotient of the Grassmann variety Grass(lPn, 1) by the 
action of G. Since S is a doubly dominant family of curves, we have 

17 A more elementary and direct proof is the following: By pulling back 
a hyperplane h on So(x), we get a base-point-free effective divisor fix on 
Fo(x) ~ Y = Bly(Y). Hxla is a hyperplane in Ex ~ a ~ So(x), so that 
fix ~ ti¥ Hx- Ey, where Hx is an effective divisor on Y. The obvious equality 
if;; = hn = 0 on Fo(x) = Bly(Y) then gives H'(; = 1. The free (n- 1)
dimensionallinear system IHx I on Y can be viewed as a linear subsystem with a 
unique base pointy E Y of the complete linear system IHxl on Y. Viewed as a 
linear system on Y, the base locus of the bigger linear system I H x I is contained 
in y E Y lying over x E X. By moving around the prescribed base point 
x EX, we get a new linear subsystem IHx'l of IHyl on Y with a single base 
pointy' over x' # x. The two divisors Hx and Hx' are obviously algebraically 
equivalent and hence linearly equivalent by the vanishing of the irregularity 
q(Y) (it is birational to a 1P'1-bundle over lP'n- 1 ). Thus IHxl = IHx'l = IHI. 
Take a general member D E I fix, I and consider the linear system A C IHI 
spanned by D and I fix 1. A is an n-dimensional linear system free from base 
points and hence gives rise to a morphism ¢A : Y ----> lP'n of mapping degree 
Hn = 1. This birational morphism ¢A is finite and hence an isomorphism by 
Zariski's Main Theorem. To see this, it suffices to check that (r, H) > 0 for 
an arbitrary effective curve ron Y. The strict transform f C X~ F0 (x) is a 
curve not contained in Ey = a. Hence (r, H) = (f, fi +a) :::: (f, H), the third 
term being positive unless f is a fibre C over a point in S0 (x). For a fibre 
f = C, we have (pry(C), H) = (C, a) = 1, so that the image of pry(C) C Y 
in lP'n is a line. 
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dimS 2: 2n- 2 = dimGrass(l,IP'n), so that S = Grass(IP'n,l)/G, a 
2(n- I)-dimensional irreducible variety. Consequently the image of C0 

is represented by a pointE S, while prx(([C0], C0 )) C X factors through 
the quotient Co/(g). Hence prxlco :Co-+ X is not generically one-to
one, contradicting the global unsplitting property of the family. Q.E.D. 

Example 4.3. The everywhere unsplitting condition on F -+ S is 
really necessary in order to characterize projective spaces. The easiest 
example is constructed in dimension two as follows. 

The cyclic group G 'llj(p) of order p, an odd prime 
number, effectively acts on Y IP'2 via the diagonal action 
diag(l,exp 271"1)'3, exp - 27rp) of a generator. If y E Y is general, then 
the orbit G(y) c Y is not collinear, or, equivalently, no line passing 
through y is G-stable. This means that the images of the lines on Y 
in X= Y/G form a closed, doubly-dominant family F-+ S of rational 
curves on X which is unsplitting at a general point. The line connecting 
y and g(y) is mapped to a nodal curve on X, so that there are exactly 
P;1 points of S which represent curves with nodes at a fixed general 
point x. 

Around the fixed point ( 1 : 0 : 0) E IP'2 , the quotient morphism 
IP'2 -+X is given by 

(s, t) ~ (st, sP, tP) EX= {(u, v, w); vw =uP} 

in terms of affine coordinates. Hence a general line {(1 : s : as)}sEICuoo 
passing through (1, 0, 0) is mapped to the curve {(as2, sP, aPsP)} with a 
(2,p)-cusp. Thus there are finitely many cuspidal curves E S passing 
through a given general base point x. 

This construction easily carries over to higher dimension (for in
stance, consider X = IP'n jG, G = 'llj(p), where p is a prime number 
2: n + 1), showing that 

a) There are lot of singular quotients of IP'n which carry doubly 
dominant families of rational curves unsplitting at a general 
point, and also that 

b) The dimension estimates (Theorem 3.10(1) - (3)) in Kebekus' 
theorem are optimal in general. 

5. Various characterizations of projective spaces 

In this section, we derive from Main Theorem 0.1 various character
izations of projective spaces given in Corollary 0.4. 

For the proof of Corollary 0.4, let us begin with trivial implications: 

(a) The condition X~ JP>'n implies all the other conditions; 
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(b) (Length condition) :::} (Length condition for rational curves) :::} 
(Length condition for rational curves with base point); and 

(c) (double dominance condition for rational curves) {o} (dominance 
condition for rational curves with base point) :::} (double domi
nance condition for rational curves of minimum degree). 

Furthermore we know the implication relations 

(d) (Frankel-Siu-Yau condition) :::} (Hartshorne-Mori condition) :::} 
(Mori condition). 

Indeed, as is well known, the positivity of the holomorphic bisectional 
curvature yields the ampleness of the tangent bundle, while from the 
ampleness of tangent bundle eX (or from a weaker condition that - Kx 
is ample) follows the uniruledness of X. 

Our Main Theorem asserts that the double dominance of an unsplit
ting family implies X :::: ]pm, while 

(e) a family of curves of minimum degree is always unsplitting, 

and hence (double dominance condition of rational curves of minimum 
degree) implies X :::: lP'n. 

Thus only the following implications remain to be checked: 

(f) (Hirzebruch-Kodaira-Yau condition) :::} (Kobayashi-Ochiai con-
dition) :::} (Length condition); 

(g) (Mori condition) :::} (Length condition for rational curves); 
(h) (doubly transitive group action) :::} (Mori condition); 
(i) (Remmert-Vande Ven-Lazarsfeld condition) :::} (Length condi

tion for rational curves with base point) :::} (double dominance 
condition for rational curves of minimum degree). 

In what follows, we check the implications above one by one. Almost 
everything is an easy exercise except for the proof of the implication 
(Hirzebruch-Kodaira-Yau) :::} (Kobayashi-Ochiai), where we need the 
topological invariance of some Chern numbers plus the characterization 
of ball quotients due to S.-T. Yau. 

Proof of (Hirzebruch-Kodaira-Yau) :::} (Kobayashi-Ochiai): 
Assume that X is homotopic to lP'n. Noting that X is simply connected 
and complex projective, we have Pic(X):::: H 2 (X,7l):::: H 2 (1P'n,z):::: 7l. 
The first Chern class c1 (X) can be written as mh, where m is an integer 
and his the positive generator of Pic(X). The Chern number c!(X) = 
mn is a homotopy invariant up to sign [Hi], so that m = ±(n + 1). 
The Kobayashi-Ochiai condition is thus satisfied modulo the positivity 
of m. Suppose that m were negative. Then Kx would be ample and 
hence X would carry a Kahler Einstein metric [Yl], [Y2] and [Au]. The 
Chern number c~-2 (2(n+ l)c2 -nci) is again a homotopy invariant (up 
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to sign) and hence zero because X ~ JP>n. By Chen-Ogiue-Yau's result 
[CO], [Y1] and [Y2], this would imply that the universal cover of X is 
the open unit ball Bn = SU(1, n)/S(U(1) x U(n)), contradicting the 
assumption that the compact manifold X is simply connected. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (Kobayashi-Ochiai) =? (Length): Since -Kx is am
ple and divisible by n + 1, it follows that ( C, - Kx) ;::: n + 1 for any 
effective curve on X. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (Doubly transitive group action) =? (Mori): A 
complex Lie group which holomorphically acts on X with a fixed point 
is necessarily a linear algebraic group, a rational variety (a non-trivial 
action of a complex torus cannot have fixed points). Hence the orbit 
space X is uniruled (actually unirational). Let C C X be an irreducible 
curve and x E C a smooth point. A doubly transitive action of Aut(X) 
gives rise to vector fields on X with zero at a given point x. This shows 
that 8x ® Oc(-x) is generated by global sections. Hence 8xlc is 
ample. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (Mori) =? (Length of rational curves): Let 
f : lP'1 ---7 X be a morphism, which is birational onto its image. If eX I f(rr>l) 

is ample, then so is f*8x. Thus f*8x = O(di) EB · · · EB O(dn), di 2': 1. 
Since there is a non-zero natural homomorphism 0(2) ~ 8p1 ----+ f*8x, 
some di must be at least 2. Hence ( C,-Kx) = deg f*8 x = L_ di 2': 
n+ 1. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (Remmert-Van de Ven-Lazarsfeld) =? (Length of 
rational curves with base point): Let g : lP'N ----+ X be a surjective 
morphism. Clearly N 2': n = dimX. Take an ample divisor H on X. 
If n = 0, then there is nothing to prove. If n is positive, then g* H 
cannot be trivial so that (g* H)N = g*(HN) > 0. This shows that 
N = n. In particular by Sard's theorem, there is a non-empty open 
subset U C X such that g is unramified over U. Pick up x0 E X from 
U. Let CCX be an irreducible curve through x 0 and (C,:i0 ) C lP'n a 
pointed irreducible curve such that g(C) = C,g(xo) = x 0 . We have a 
natural homomorphism 8pnl0 ----+ (glc)*8x, which is an isomorphism 
at Xo and hence globally injective. Since 8pn is ample, so is (g I c)* eX 0 

Thus eX lc is ample and, if cis rational, deg eX lc = deg v*8 X 2': n+ 1, 
where v: JID1 ----+ C '---+X is the normalization. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (Length of rational curves with base point) =? 

(double dominance of rational curves of minimum degree): Let 
C be a rational curve passing through x 0 . Assume that C has min
imal degree among such curves. Let f : JID1 ----+ X be the morphism 
induced by the normalization. Then, if (C, -Kx) 2': n + 1, then the 
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Hom(IP'I, X; oo 1--7 x0 ) has dimension at least n + 1 at [J], giving rise to 
a family of morphisms as desired. Q.E.D. 

Remark 5.1. For a singular projective variety X, the conditions 
(Remmert-Van de Ven-Lazarsfeld), (Double dominance of rational curves 
of minimum degree) and (Dominance of rational curves with base point) 
in Corollary 0.4 still make sense. When X is normal, Theorem 0.2 asserts 
that 

(X c::- IP'n) {:} (Double dominance of rational curves of minimum degree) 

=?(Dominance of rational curves with base point) 

=?(Remmert-Van de Ven-Lazarsfeld). 

If we drop the normality condition, the third still implies the fourth 
because they are both of birational nature. However, the first two con
ditions are not mutually equivalent any more. The most trivial example 
is this: let XI, x2 E IP'n be two distinct point and let X be IP'n with these 
two points XI, x 2 identified (it is easy to check that X is projective). 

Remark 5.2. Let us have a quick glance at the history of charac
terizations of projective spaces. 

The Hirzebruch-Kodaira characterization [HK] (1957) was obtained 
(under the condition that the first Chern class ci is positive) as a beauti
ful application of the two milestones of the age: Hirzebruch's Riemann
Roch [Hi] (1953) and Kodaira vanishing [Kod] (1953). The solution of 
Calabi's conjecture by S.-T. Yau [Yl], [Y2] and T. E. Aubin [Au] (1978) 
enabled us to drop the positivity assumption on c1 . S. Kobayashi and 
T. Ochiai [KO] (1973) found that one can relax the diffeomorphism con
dition to the divisibility condition on c1; in fact, this condition together 
with Kodaira vanishing completely determines18 the Hilbert polynomial 
h(t) = x(X, O(tH)), where H is an ample divisor such that [H] is a 
positive generator of H2 (X, Z) c::- Z. These two earlier characterizations 
are topological, or rather cohomological, in nature. 

In 1960s, conjectures on more geometric characterizations were 
proposed by T. Frankel [Fr], R. Hartshorne [Hal], R. Remmert and 
A. Van de Ven [RV]. The first two conjectures were formulated in terms 

18Indeed, we have h(-1) = · · · = h(-n) = 0, h(O) = 1 for the polynomial 
h of degree n, so that h(t) = (1/n!)(t + 1) · · · (t + n). In particular, we have 
Hn = 1, dim H0 (X, O(H)) = h(1) = n+ 1. Similarly, if X is ann-dimensional 
Fano with -Kx = nH, then h(t) = (-1th(-n-t) (Serre duality), h(O) = 1, 
h(-1) = · · · = h(-n+1) = 0, and hence h(t) = (2/n!)(t+(n/2))(t+1) · · · (t+ 
n- 1), Hn = 2, dim H0 (X, O(H)) = h(1) = n + 2. 
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of the positivity of tangent bundles, while the third is concerned with 
holomorphic images of projective spaces. 

It was perceived wisdom among experts that the key to the 
Frankel/Hartshorne conjecture was the existence of lines, i.e., rational 
curves C on the variety X with ( C, - Kx) = n + 1. Y.-T. Siu and 
S.-T. Yau [SY] (1980) solved the Frankel conjecture by realizing lines as 
energy-minimizing c= images of the Riemann sphere 8 2 with the aid of 
an imposing work of Sacks-Uhlenbeck [SaU] on harmonic maps. In their 
proof, the positivity of the curvature tensor is essential to ensure global 
convergence of energy minimizing sequences, and so their method does 
not work under weaker conditions like the positivity of the Ricci tensor. 
Shortly before their work, however, S. Mori [Mol] (1978) discovered a 
revolutionary technique (Bend and Break plus modulo p reduction) to 
produce rational curves under much milder conditions: if the canonical 
bundle is not nef, then we can always find rational curves [MiMo]. Once 
sufficiently many rational curves were found, the Hartshorne conjecture 
was not hard to prove any more. 19 R. Lazarsfeld [La] (1983) applied 
Mori's result to solve the conjecture of Remmert-Van de Ven. 

The characterization in terms of the length was proposed by S. Mori 
and S. Mukai at Taniguchi Conference, Katata 1987, where the partic
ipants jointly compiled a list of open problems in algebraic geometry. 
The formulation of Theorem 0.1 in terms of the existence of a doubly
dominant, unsplitting family is presumably new. One of the cornerstones 
of our result is Theorem 3.10 due to S. Kebekus, who obtained the result 
in the spring of 2000 during his stay at RIMS, Kyoto University. 

Remark 5.3. Various results on projective n-space have been ex
tended to n-dimensional smooth hyperquadric Qn C pn+l, the second 
simplest n-fold. For instance, the following six conditions on a smooth 
complex Fano n-fold X (n;:::: 2) are known to be equivalent: 

- X'::'Qn; 
- Brieskorn condition [Br]: X is diffeomorphic to Qn; 
- Kobayashi-Ochiai condition [KO]: c1 (X) is divisible by n m 

H2 (X, Z); 
- Siu condition [Si]: X carries a Kahler metric of semi-positive 

holomorphic bisectional curvature with certain non-degeneracy 
condition; 

- Cho-Sato condition I [CSl]: X is a holomorphic image of Qn 
and is not isomorphic to JIDn; 

19Step 4 through Step 9 in the previous section essentially reproduce the 
proof. 
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Cho-Sato condition II [CS2]: /\28x is ample but 8x is not 
ample. 

These are of course the counterparts of (Hirzebruch-Kodaira), 
(Kobayashi-Ochiai), (Frankel-Siu-Yau), (Remmert-Van de Ven
Lazarsfeld) and (Hartshorne-Mori) for projective spaces, respectively. 
In view of the apparent parallelism above, it is quite natural to ask 
if our method (possibly after some minor modifications) applies to 
hyperquadrics. To be more specific, we conjecture that the following 
two conditions on X are also equivalent to the above six: 

- Length condition: min { ( C, - K x); C C X is a curve} = n; 
- Subdouble dominance of rational curves: Let F ----+ S be an 

arbitrary maximal family of rational curves on X. Then, F 
is a dominant family and, for general x E X, the projection 
prx : F(x) ----+X has image of dimension 2:: n- 1.20 

Thanks to the classification of Del Pezzo surfaces and Fano threefolds 
[Isl], [Is2] and [MoMu], the conjecture is verified up to dimension three. 

PART III. Applications to Complex Symplectic Manifolds 

6. Complex symplectic manifolds: generalities 

This section is a concise review of the theory of complex symplectic 
manifolds. For proofs and further discussion, we refer the reader for 
example to Beauville [Beal] and Fujiki [Fu]. 

Let Y be a Kahler manifold and rJ a d-closed21 holomorphic 2-form 
on it. rJ defines a skew-symmetric, Ox-bilinear pairing: 8y x 8y ----+ Oy. 
When this pairing is everywhere non-degenerate, we call the pair (Y, ry), 
or simply Y itself, a complex symplectic manifold, and rJ is said to be a 
complex symplectic form or a complex symplectic structure22 on Y. 

A (complex) symplectic manifold is necessarily of even dimension 
2n. The non-degeneracy condition of rJ is equivalent to saying that !\ n'TJ 

is a nowhere vanishing 2n-form. In particular, the canonical bundle Ky 
of a (complex) symplectic manifold Y is trivial. The symplectic form rJ 
gives a standard isomorphism 8y c::: 0~. 

20 A normal (singular) hyperquadric C JIDn+l also satisfies this condition. 
One could ask if finite quotients of hyperquadrics are characterized as normal, 
projective, uniruled varieties which satisfy the above subdouble dominance 
condition. 

21 As is well known, the d-closedness of 1J is automatic if Y is compact. 
22We often drop the adjective "complex" when there is no danger of 

confusion. 
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Let Z C Y be an analytic subset (closed, open, locally closed, or 
whatever). A subbundle23 £ C 6ylz is said to be isotropic if TJ identi
cally vanishes on £ x £. The rank of an isotropic sub bundle £ does not 
exceed n = (1/2)rank 6y. An isotropic subbundle of rank n is called 
Lagrangian. If£ C 6y lz is Lagrangian, TJ gives a non-degenerate pairing 
between £ and ( 6y I z) j £, and thereby a natural isomorphism between 
(6ylz)/£ and the dual of£. 

In general, a symplectic structure TJ is not unique even modulo the 
equivalence via non-zero constant scalar multiples. For instance, if ry' is 
any (possibly degenerate) d-closed holomorphic 2-form, TJ +try' is again 
a symplectic form if the parameter t is sufficiently close to zero. How
ever, when H 0 (Y, D~) is one-dimensional, there is essentially only one 
symplectic structure, and we call Y a primitive symplectic manifold in 
this case. 

The importance of primitive complex symplectic manifolds in the 
framework of the classification theory of Kahler manifolds is illustrated 
by the following 

Theorem 6.1 ("Bogomolov decomposition" due to Berger [Ber]
Yau [Y2]-Bogomolov [Bo]-Beauville [Beall). Let W be a compact 
Kahler manifold whose canonical class -c1 (W) E H2 (W, Q) is zero. 
Then there exist a finite etale cover W _, W, a Ricci-fiat Kahler metric 
g on W and a Riemannian decomposition W ~ A x TI Yi x TI Zj such 
that 

(a) A is a fiat complex torus (with trivial holonomy ); that 
(b) Yi is a simply connected, primitive symplectic manifold of di

mension 2di with holonomy group Sp(2di); and that 
(c) Zj is an nj -dimensional simply connected manifold whose holo

nomy group is SU(nj), nj ::::': 3 (i.e., Zi is an SV-manifold ). 

Each class appearing in the above decomposition has trivial canonical 
class. The three classes are separated from each other by simple bira
tional invariants: 

Complex torus ~ H0 ( D1 ) =1= 0, 
Symplectic manifold ~ H0 (D1 ) = 0, H0 (D2 ) =I= 0, 
SV-manifold ~ H0 (D 1 ) = H0 (D2 ) = 0. 

23 A coherent subsheaf £ of a vector bundle ( = locally free sheaf) :F is 
called a sub bundle if :F /£ is locally free. A sub bundle is always locally free. 
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In essence, this theorem asserts that the classification of compact 
Kahler manifolds with trivial canonical classes reduces to that of com
pact primitive symplectic manifolds and SU-manifolds.24 

The (analytic) local structure of a symplectic manifold is extremely 
rigid. Indeed we have the following 

Theorem 6.2 (Darboux). Let (Y, ry) be a complex symplectic man
ifold. Then, around each point of Y, we can find a local analytic coordi
nate system, called a Darboux coordinate system, (x1, ... , Xn; YI, ... , Yn) 
such that 

'f/ = dx1 1\ dy1 + dx2 1\ dy2 + · · · + dxn 1\ dYn· 

Despite the rigidity of the local structure, the global structure of 
compact symplectic manifolds is rich and admits abundant non-trivial 
deformation of complex structure. 

Theorem 6.3 (Bogomolov [Bo]-Beauville [Bea1]; for the general
ization to SU-manifolds, see Tian [Ti] and Todorov [To]). Let Y be 
a compact complex symplectic manifold. Then the deformation space 
(the Kuranishi space) of the complex structure of Y is smooth and its 
tangent space at [ M] is exactly H 1 (Y, 8y) ~ H 1 (Y, n}). The K uran
ishi space is a Kiihler manifold via the Weil-Petersson metric defined 
by the canonical Hodge pairing on H1 (Y, 8M) induced by a prescribed 
Ricci-fiat Kiihler metric on M. In particular, given a homology class 
a E H2 (Y,Q) n (H2 '0 (Y))_l_ (which is represented by a rational algebraic 
1-cycle by a theorem of Lefschetz ), there is a one-parameter deforma
tion Y = {Yt}tET such that the fiat lifting at E H2(Yt, Q) of a is no 
more an algebraic cycle for general t. 

If we deform the complex structure of given compact Y in a general 
direction, then Y will not contain any compact analytic curve. In fact, 
given an algebraic cycle a E Y, the algebraicity of a is preserved in a Q
rational hyperplane a_!_ in H 1 (Y, 0 1 ) C (H2 (Y, q) *, which is analytically 
locally identified with the Kuranishi space. More generally, the set of the 
deformations with Picard number ;:::: p locally forms a countable union 
of linear affine subspaces of codimension pin the Kuranishi space. 

An immediate consequence of this observation is 

Proposition 6.4. Let Y be a compact complex symplectic mani
fold of dimension 2n and f : JP>1 ----> Y a non-constant morphism. Then 
Hom(JP>1 , Y) is of dimension ;:::: 2n + 1 at [f]. 

24Manifolds within these two classes are often referred as "Calabi-Yau 
manifolds" . 
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Proof. We can construct a one-parameter deformation Y = {Yt}, 
Y = Yo such that the algebraicity of the cycle f(JP>1 ) is destroyed on 
general yt. Hence (the underlying reduced structure of) Hom(JP>l, Y) is 
locally identical with Hom(JP>1 , Y) around [f]. On the other hand, since 
the canonical bundle K y is trivial, we have 

dim[JJ Hom(JP>1 , Y) = dim[fl Hom(JP>1 , Y) ~ x(JP>1 , f*01) = 2n + 1. 

Q.E.D. 

Definition 6.5. Let (Y, ry) be a complex symplectic manifold of di
mension 2n. A subvariety z c y is said to be isotropic if e zo c 9y I zo 
is isotropic (equivalently: if ryJz E H 0 (Z, 0~/(torsion)) identically van
ishes). Here the symbol zo stands for the smooth locus of Z. Any 
isotropic subvariety Z has dimension :::; n. If dim Z attains the maxi
mum n, Z is called a Lagrangian subvariety. 

If a subvariety Z contains sufficiently many rational curves, then it 
is necessarily isotropic (Lagrangian provided dim Z = n). Indeed, we 
have: 

Proposition 6.6. Let Z be a closed r-dimensional subvariety of a 
2n-dimensional compact complex symplectic manifold (Y, ry). If there is 
a family of rational curves j : T x JP> 1 ___, Z C Y, such that 

( 1) j ( T x { oo}) is a single closed point and that 
(2) j(T x JP>1 ) contains an open dense subset of Z, 

then Z is an isotropic (Lagrangian, if r = n) subvariety. 

Proof. If necessary, by changing the parameter space T by a suit
able resolution, we may assume that T is a complex manifold. We have 
a natural generically injective homomorphism 

pr~er EB pr;, 9rrn( -oo) ___, 1iom(j*01, Orx!P'' ( -oo)) c (j*Gy )( -oo). 

Hence 1iom(j*01, Orx!P'') is ample when restricted to general { t} x JP>1 . 

The restriction of TJ to Z induces a bilinear pairing on Hom( 01, 0 z) with 
values in the trivial line bundle Oz. Since the former vector bundle is 
ample on general ft (JP>1 ), this pairing identically vanishes on ft (JP>1 ). In 
view of the condition (2), this proves the assertion. Q.E.D. 

Remark 6.7. In Proposition 6.6, if the closed point ](T X {oo}) 
is a non-singlular point of Z, it follows that Z is rationally connected. 25 

25 A projective variety X is rationally connected if its two general points 
can be joined by an irreducible rational curve on X. 
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It is a general fact that a rationally connected variety has no nonzero 
global holomorphic r-forms, r > 0 ([KMM]). 

7. Fibre space structure of primitive complex symplectic man
ifolds 

Let Y be a projective, primitive complex symplectic manifold of di
mension 2n. Yau's theorem [Yl] and [Y2] asserts that if we are given 
a Kahler class TJo, Y carries a unique Ricci flat Kahler metric g whose 
Kahler form TJ is cohomologous to the given ry0 . The Ricci-flat Kahler 
metric with holonomy Sp(2n) furnishes Y with a natural hyperkahler 
structure, which governs the Hodge-Lefschetz decomposition of the co
homology ring H•·•(Y, C). In view of this special structure of the coho
mology, Beauville [Beal] defined a symmetric bilinear form (Beauville 
quadratic form 26 ) Q(·, ·) on the Neron-Severi group NS(Y) such that 
D 2n = cQ(D, D)n, DE NS(Y), where cis a constant independent of D. 

The existence of the Beauville quadratic form yields non-trivial in
formation on the cone of divisors. If D is a nef divisor 'I- 0 with D 2n = 0 
and H is ample, then we have 

L c: )tk D 2n-k Hk = (D + tH) 2n = cQ(D + tH, D + tH)n 

= c( Q(D, D)+ 2tQ(D, H)+ t 2 Q(H, H) f. 
If we compare the coefficients of tk in the left-hand side and in the right
hand side, we easily get Q(D, D) = 0, Q(D, H) > 0, Dn Hn > 0 and 
Dn+i Hn-i = 0, i > 0. Namely, a non-zero nef divisor on a primitive 
complex symplectic manifold Y of dimension 2n is either big or looks 
like a pullback of an ample divisor on an n-dimensional variety. 

Starting from this observation, D. Matsushita discovered that any 
non-trivial fibre space structure of Y must be of very restricted type. 

Theorem 7.1 (Matsushita [Mats]). Let Y be a projective, primi
tive complex symplectic manifold and let 1r : Y ____, X be a morphism onto 
a normal projective variety X with 0 < dim X < 2n = dim Y and with 
1r*Oy =Ox. Then: 

(1) X is of dimension n and Q-factorial, i.e., any Weil divisor on 
X is a Cartier divisor if multiplied by a suitable positive integer. The 
Picard number of X is one. 

(2) X has only log-terminal singularities. 

26For a systematic account on the Hodge-Lefschetz decomposition on hy
perkhler manifolds and the Beauville quadratic form Q, see Fujiki [Fu]. 
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(3) The anticanonical divisor -Kx is ample (as a Q-Cartier divi
sor). In other words, X is a Q-Fano variety. 

( 4) Every fibre Yx of 1r is of pure dimension n and each of its com
ponents is Lagrangian. 

The property (1) specifically means that a nonzero effective Weil di
visor D and an effective curve Con X necessarily meet each other. 27The 
property (4) implies that a smooth fibre A of 1r is an abelian variety be
cause e A and the trivial normal bundle NA/Y ~ o~n are mutually 
duals via the symplectic pairing.28 

Under a certain technical condition, Main Theorem 0.1 shows that 
the base variety X of a non-trivial fibration of a primitive symplectic 
manifold Y is a projective space. Namely: 

Theorem 7.2. Let 1r: Y ----+X be as in Theorem 7.1 and assume 
in addition that 1r admits a section a : X ----+ Y. Then X is isomorphic 
to JPln. 

The proof of Theorem 7.2 consists of several steps. We start with 
easy observations. 

Lemma 7.3. X is a smooth uniruled variety. Let x E X be a 
general point and C C X a rational curve of minimum degree passing 
through x. If C is general, then C is smooth and 

Proof. The projection 1r and the section a give a canonical injection 
Ox '--' Oy and a natural surjection Oy ___,. Ox, thereby inducing an 
Ox-linear map f!"k ----+ !l} and an Oy-linear surjection !l} ----+ !lk. 
Therefore !11: is a direct summand of the Ox-module !l}lcr(X)· Since 
!l}lcr(X) is locally free by the smoothness of Y, we conclude that Dl 
is also locally free; that is, X is smooth. In particular, X is a Fano 
manifold by Matsushita's theorem. Any Fano manifold (more generally, 
any Q-Fano variety) is uniruled by [MiMo]. The proof of the second and 
third statements are given in Theorem 2.8. Q.E.D. 

From now on, we fix the notation as follows. 
Let x be a general point on X, and C C X a general (smooth) 

rational curve of minimum degree passing through x. By the embedding 

27We need this fact to prove Theorem 7.2 below. 
28 An alternative proof is by the famous theorem of Liouville on completely 

integrable Hamiltonian systems (see Arnold [Ar, p.272]). 
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a : X ---. Y, we view C and X as closed subschemes of Y. Define 
f : IP'1 ---. Y by fixing an isomorphism IP'1 ~ C C a(X) C Y. 

Lemma 7.4. We have an isomorphism 

j*8y ~ 0(2) EB 0(1)E&e-1 EB OEI12n-2e EB 0( -1)E&e-1 EB 0( -2). 

Proof. Since X is a Fano manifold, there is no non-zero global 2-
form on X. 29 Hence X is a Lagrangian submanifold in Y. Then the 
symplectic form "1 defines an isomorphism between 

and the dual of J*8y Ire X. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 7.5. Hom(IP'\ Y) is smooth at [f]. If[h] E Hom(IP'\ Y) 
is sufficiently close to [!], then h*8y has the same decomposition type 
as f*8y. 

Proof. By Lemma 7.4, we have dimH0 (1P'\ J*8y) = 2n + 1, whilst 
we have the estimate dim[!] Hom(IP'1 , Y) ::::: 2n + 1 by Definition 6.5. 
This shows that Hom(IP'1 , Y) is smooth at [!] and the differential of the 
universal morphism Hom(IP'\ Y) x IP'1 ---. Y has rank 2n- e at ([f],p), 
where p E IP'1 is general. Therefore, if [h] E Hom(IP'1 , Y) is sufficiently 
close to [!], we have 

dimH0 (1P'1 , h*8y) = dim[h] Hom(IP'1 , Y) =dim[!] Hom(IP'1 , Y) = 2n + 1 

and H0 (1P'1 , h*8y) generates a subsheaf £ C h*8y of rank 2n- e. The 
quotient £ j8p1 is semi-positive, of rank 2n- e- 1, of degree e- 1, and 
is isomorphic to 0(1)E&e-l EB OEI12n-2e when h =f. This decomposition 
type is obviously stable under small deformation, and hence 

Then by the existence of non-degenerate pairing on h * 8y :) £, we get 
the assertion. Q.E.D. 

Fix a general point x E a(X) ~ X and a general rational curve 
C c a(X) of minimum degree through x. Recall that C ~ IP'1 lies on the 
smooth locus of a(X). Let f: IP'1 ~C---. a(X) C Y be the embedding 
given above, M a sufficiently small Zariski open neighbourhood of [!] 
in Hom(IP'1 , Y), and j : M x IP'1 ---. Y the restriction of the universal 

29 By Kodaira vanishing, we have H2 (X, Ox) = H0 (X, n5c) = 0. 
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morphism. Pick up a general point z = h(p) = ]([hj,p) of ](M x 1P'1 ) c 
Y and put Mz = MnHom(lP'1 , Y;p ~--+ z). M and Mz are smooth because 

dim H0 (1P'1 , h * 8y) = dim M = 2n + 1, 

dimH0 (1P'1 , h*8y( -p)) = dimMz = n + 1. 

Let Jz : Mz X lP'1 1-+ Y denote the restriction of j. 
By Corollary 7.5, the universal morphism j: M x lP'1 ---+ Y is every

where of constant rank 2n- e, so that ](M x lP'1 ) C Y is an immersed 
locally closed submanifold of dimension 2n - e (after shrinking M to 
a smaller open subset if necessary). In. particular, the normalization 
Z of j ( M x lP'1 ) is smooth. The morphism j : M x lP'1 ---+ Y factors 
through g : M x lP'1 ---+ Z and the natural immersion Z ---+ Y. Notice 
that a(X) c y is contained in the closure of ](M X lP'1) because eu(X) lc 
is semipositive. 

Let Zz denote the normalization of Jz(Mz X lP'1) C j(M X lP'1 ). Let 
Yz : Mz X lP'1 ---+ Zz and j : Zz ---+ Z be the morphisms defined in an 
obvious manner. Our morphism h: lP'1 ---+ }(Mz x lP'1) C j(M x lP'1) C X 
naturally defines morphisms gz : 1P'1 ---+ Zz, g = jgz : lP'1 ---+ Z. 

Then an immediate consequence of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 is the fol
lowing 

Lemma 7.6. We have 

g*8z = 0(2) E9 0(1)EBe-1 E9 oEB2n-2e, 

g;ezz c 0(2) E9 0(1)EBe-1 c g;ez.(p). 

The composite natural projection Z ---+ Y ~ X is everywhere of rank n 
near the curve g(lP'1 ) c Z. 

Lemma 7.7. Let the notation be as above and assume that M is 
sufficiently small. Then 

(1) The 2-form 'fJ defines a degenerate bilinear form of constant rank 
2n - 2e on e z in a natural way. 

(2) Zz is smooth and j : Zz ---+ Z is an embedding. 
(3) The subsheaf 8zz c j*8z is determined by the following null

space property: 

vE8zz {==::} TJ(v,w)=O forarbitrarywEj*8z. 

Thus the subset Zz C Z, attached to a general point z E Z, is indeed an 
integral submanifold of a foliation of rank e on the smooth, locally closed 
variety Z. 
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Proof. The rank of 8 z is everywhere 2n - e, while 8y is of rank 
2n. Elementary linear algebra then shows that the bilinear form 7Jiez 
has pointwise rank ~ 2n - 2e, and the associated null space 

Null'TJ(ez,p) = {v E 8z,p;1J(v,ez,p) = 0} 

has complex dimension ::; e. As a function in p E Z, dimNull'1J(8z,p) 
is uppersemicontinuous (equivalently, rank 7Jiez is lower semicontinu-,p 

ous). Hence the statement (1) follows if we check that dimNull'1J(8z,p) = 
e for general p E Z. 

On JP>1 , the maximal positive subbundle 0(2) E9 O(l)E!)e-l C g*8z is 
of course ample and g*8z = g;j*ez is semipositive, so that any pairing 
g;ez. x g;j*8z-+ 0 identically vanishes. This means that the pairing 

1]: ez. X j*8z-+ Oz. 

vanishes on 9z(lP'1 ). By deforming hand thereby 9z(lP'1 ) C Zz, we con
clude that the pairing 8z. xj*8z-+ Oz. must identically vanish on Zz· 
Hence, on an open dense subset of Zz, the vector bundle 8z. of rank 
e is pointwise identical with Null'1J(8z,p), showing that dimNull'1J(8z,p) 
is constant on Zz. Noticing that the family {Zz}zEZ sweeps out Z, we 
conclude that the subspaces Null'1J(8z,p) have constant dimension eon 
Z and gives rise to a subbundle Nul~(8z) c 8z. 

The Lie bracket (, ] defined on 8z induces an Oz-homomorphism 
1\ 2 Null'1J ( e z) -+ e z jN ull'TJ ( e z). If we restrict things to a small deforma
tion of gz(JP>1), the target is a trivial vector bundle while the source is am
ple, and hence any Oz-homomorphism /\2Null'1J(8z)-+ 8z/Null'1J(8z) 
is a zero map. This means that the subbundle Null'1J(8z) is involutive, 
i.e., (Null'1J(8z),Null'1J(8z)] C Null'1J(8z). Thus Null'1J(8z) defines a 
foliation on Z. 

Furthermore, we have seen that e z. is identical with the sub bundle 
Null'1J(8z) (on an open dense subset of Zz)· In other words, Zz is an 
integral submanifold of the foliation given by N ull'TJ ( e z), whence follows 
(2) and (3). Q.E.D. 

Corollary 7 .8. There exist a variety B and a dominant morphism 
Z -+ B of which a geneml fibre is a manifold of the form (Zz)c n Z, 
z E Z. (Here •c denotes the Zariski closure.) 

Proof. Given a point z on Z, the integral variety of a non-singular 
foliation passing through z is uniquely determined and, in our situation, 
is a constructible set of the form Zz' for some z' E Z. Hence we have a 
well-defined morphism Z-+ Chow(zc), z ~ [(Zz' )c]. Q.E.D. 
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Recall that the closure of j(M x JP>1 ) contains a(X). More precisely, 
j(M x JP>1 ) (as well as its normalization Z) contains a smooth small open 
neighbourhood U C a(X) of C = f(JP>1 ). Hence the natural rational 
map a(X) --+ Z and the fibration Z -+ Chow(zc) induce a dominant 
rational map¢: a(X) --+ B' C Chow(zc), well defined as a morphism 
onU. 

Lemma 7.9. (i(Mx x JP>1)t = a(X), or equivalently e = n, the 
superscript c denoting the closure. In particular, dim[!] Hom(JP>1 , a(X)) 
= 2n + 1. 

Proof. Suppose otherwise. The projective variety B' is then of 
positive dimension. Take a divisor D' on B' away from the single point 

¢(C)= ¢(f(JP>1 )) = ¢(a(X) n Zz) E B', 

and let D be its inverse image on a(X). (More precisely, blow up a(X) 
along centres away from U to resolve the indeterminacy of ¢, and we get 
the diagram 

a( X)' 

1~ 
a(X). 

----+ B' c Chow(Z) 
</>' 

Then we defineD to be p,(¢'* D').) Dis well-defined on U (i.e., indepen
dent of the choice of a( X)') and is away from a( X) n Zz ::J C. In other 
words, there exists an effective Weil divisor Don a(X) which does not 
meet the effective curve C. This contradicts Matsushita's result that 
a(X) ~ X has Picard number one. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 7.2 immediately follows from this lemma and our Main 
Theorem 0.1. 

Example 7.10. The following example of non-trivial fibration of 
primitive complex symplectic manifolds is due to Fujiki (r = 2) and 
Beauville [Beal] (r general). 

Let S-+ JP>1 be an elliptic K3 surface with everywhere non-vanishing 
2-form TJ· Hilbr(S), the Hilbert scheme of 0-dimensional closed sub
schemes of degree r on S, is known to be smooth by a result of Fogarty 
[Fo]. There is a natural birational morphism from Hilbr(S) to the sym
metric product Symr(S) = S x · · · x S/6r, which is identified with the 
Chow scheme of the effective 0-cycles of degree r. 30Thus we have natural 

30By virture of the normality of the symmetric product and the universal 
property of the Chow scheme. 
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morphisms Hilbr(S)---> Symr(S)---> Symr(IP'1 ):::::: IP'r, defining an abelian 
fibration structure of Hilbr(S) over IP'r. The 6r-invariant 2-form L priry 
naturally lifts to a symplectic form on Hilbr (S), nonzero holomorphic 
2-form unique up to non-zero factor. 

Examples of this type form a 19-dimensional family because the 
deformation of the elliptic fibre space structure of S is parameterized 
by a 19-dimensional space thanks to the global Torelli for K3 surfaces 
[BaPeVV, VII.11.1]. 

We can check that the second Betti cohomology group of Hilbr(S) 
is generated by H2 (S, C) and the exceptional divisor E over the diagonal 

~ = {(x1, ... , Xr); Xi= Xj for some (i,j), i # j}/6r C Symr(S), 

so that 

The Kuranishi space T of Hilbr is thus 21-dimensional, and the subspace 
To which preserves the fibre space structure is of dimension 20. That is 
to say a general element t E T0 is not represented as a Hilbert scheme 
of a K3 surface any more. 

Remark 7.11. Let 1r : Y ---> X be a fibre space structure of a 
projective primitive complex symplectic manifold Y over a normal pro
jective variety X. Assume that every scheme theoretic fibre of 1r has 
a reduced irreducible component or, equivalently, that 1r admits ana
lytic local sections at every point x E X. The dual abelian fibration 
1rt: Pic0 (Y/X)---> X is naturally a (non-proper) group scheme over X, 
and so is the double dual 1r+ : Pic0 (Pic0 (Y /X)/ X) ---> X. By choosing a 
local analytic section cru : U---> Ylu defined on a small Stein open subset 
U C X, we have a natural identification Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/ X)/ X) lu:::::: Y 0 1u, 
where yo C Y is the open subset consisting of the non-critical points 
of 1r. This isomorphism provides yo with a Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/ X)/ X)-torsor 

structure over X, or a natural action of Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/X)/X) on Y 0 • 

The global structure of yo is recovered from Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/X)/X) and 

the patching data 17 E H!nn(X,Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/X)/X)). 
Suppose that this Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/X)/X)-action on yo extends to an 

action on the compactification Y. (This is indeed the case when the 
degenerations are semistable.) Under this additional assumption, we 
can naturally construct a smooth compactification 1r+ : y+ ---> X of 
the group scheme Pic0 (Pic0 (Y/X)/X) by identifying y+lu with Ylu 
and patching these together via the given data ry. On a smooth fibre, 
the patchig is defined by a suitable translation, which does not affect 
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the relative cotangent sheaf n~ 1 x. Therefore we have a canonical iso-

h. nl :l:nl · l · th t y:J: · · · 't' morp Ism 7f*HY/X ~ 1f*HYIJX' Imp ying a 1s agam a pnmi Ive 

complex symplectic manifold. Applying Theorem 7.2 toy+ instead of 
Y, we conclude that the base variety X is JP>n. In this sense, Theorem 7.2 
states something stronger than it sounds. 

Theorem 7.2 and Remark 7.11 in mind, we ask the following ques
tions: 

Problem 7.12. (1) Is it possible to completely classify symplectic 
n-dimensional complex torus fibrations free from multiple fibres over JP>n? 

(2) Is there a fibration 7f : Y ---+ X from a primitive compact sym
plectic manifold onto a normal variety which is not JP>n? (If there is any, 
its projection n will have non-semistable, perhaps multiple, fibres.) 

Most primitive symplectic manifolds known so far carry non-trivial 
fibrations if we suitably deform its complex structure, although we have 
no idea if that is always the case. For instance, if there is a symplectic 
manifold with h1•1 = 1, it does not allow any non-trivial fibration. 

Problem 7.13. (1) Let Y be a compact primitive complex 
symplectic manifold with dim H1 (Y, n~) > 2 (or, equivalently, 
dimH2 (Y,<C) 2: 4). By suitably deforming the complex structure, we 
can assume that the Picard number is exactly h1•1. Assume that there 
is a divisor D with D 2n = 0. Then, is it possible to find D such that the 
linear system IDI defines a non-trivial fibration of Y? 

(2) Since the holonomy group of a primitive symplectic manifold Y 
is the full symplectic group Sp(2n), it follows that H0 (Y,S1v) is <Cor 
0 according to the parity of p ::; 2n. However, the higher cohomology 
Hq (Y, nv) could be highly non-trivial. Are there a priori dimension esti
mates (from above and/ or from below) for the Betti numbers of primitive 
symplectic manifolds? 

8. Symplectic resolutions of an isolated singularity 

Let Z be s normal variety of even dimension 2n with a single isolated 
singularity, and 1r : Z ---+ Z a symplectic resolution. Namely, 7f is a 
projective bimeromorphic morphism from a complex manifold Z, which 
carries an everywhere non-degenerate closed holomorphic 2-form TJ. Let 
E = U Ei denote the exceptional locus of n, each Ei being an irreducible 
component of E. 

Recall that a pure dimensional closed subvariety W C Z is called 
Lagrangian if dim W =nand TJiw is identically zero. 

Example 8.1. Let Z = Spec Sym8x be the (total space of the) 
cotangent bundle 8'X of a smooth projective variety X, prx : Z ---+ X 
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the standard projection, and Ox C Z the zero-section. ez is naturally 
isomorphic to pr:X8x E9pr:Xe:X, so that it carries a standard symplectic 
form rJ defined by 

where O!i E eX' f3i E ex-' and (·I·) stands for the canonical pairing 
between the duals. 31 

The normal bundle of Ox ~ X is of course isomorphic to e:x. By 
Hartshorne-Mod, it is negative if and only if X is IP'n. In this case, 
thanks to a theorem of Grauert [Gra], we can contract Ox to a point o 

to get a symplectic resolution 1r: Z-:-+ Z. 

The symplectic resolution 1r : Z -:-+ Z described in Example 8.1 
· is said to be standard. The following fact (the existence of "standard 

flops") is an important feature of standard symplectic resolutions. 

Lemma 8.2. Let X C Z be a Lagrangian submanifold isomorphic 
to IP'n in a complex symplectic manifold. Then a small analytic neigh
bourhood of X in Z is isomorphic to a standard symplectic resolution 
described in Example 8.1 of an isolated singularity. If n 2: 2 (i.e., if 
dimZ 2: 4), let J.L: Z = Blx(Z)-:-+ Z denote the blowing-up along X. 
Then the exceptional divisor X = Ex c Z is a pn-1 -bundle over X 
and admits another IP'n- 1 -jibration over X' ~ IP'n, and accordingly Z has 
another blowing-down J.L1 : Z -:-+ Z' onto a new symplectic manifold. 32 

Given pE X, the closed subset J.L1 (J.L- 1(p)) is a hyperplane in X'. 

Proof. Because of the symplectic paring ry, we easily deduce that 
the normal bundle Nx;z is naturally isomorphic to the negative vector 
bundle ex. Then we have 

and a theorem of Grauert [Gra, Sect. 4, Satz 7] applies to prove that Z 
is locally biholomorphic to the standard resolution around X. 

31While 8x = Spec Sym8x is a symplectic manifold, its projectiviza
tion W = lP'(8x) = Proj Sym8x is a complex contact manifold, an odd
dimensional analogue of a symplectic manifold (see [Bea2]). Namely there 
is a subbundle :F C 8w of corank one together with a non-degenerate skew 
symmetric pairing :F X :F--+ 8w/:F ~ CJw(l), where CJw(l) stands for the 
tautological line bundle on the projective bundle. 

32The birational map Z --+ Z' is a typical flop. We refer the reader to 
[KM] for flips and flops. 
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The blown up variety Z is Proj E9 'J"J( and the exceptional divisor is 
given by Proj ffi(I_X/I~+l) = Proj ffiSymmex. We have a standard 
Euler exact sequence 

0-+ 0-+ 0(1)Elln+l -+ ex -+ O, 

which means that the exceptional divisor X = Ex is a hypersurface 
in IP'n X X ~ IP'n x IP'n of bidegree (1, 1). We can easily check that the 
first projection X -+ IP'n gives another IP'n- 1-fibre space structure, each 
fibre F of which satisfying O.z(X)IF ~ Op( -1). Therefore (Z, X) can 
be blown down to ( Z', X'), a pair of smooth varieties. The symplectic 
form 'fJ can be viewed as a non-degenerate form on Z' \ X'. Recalling 
that the codimension of X' C Z' is two or more, the form 'fJ naturally 
extends to a non-degenerate holomorphic 2-form on Z'. Thus we get the 
assertion. Q.E.D. 

The main result of this section is the following 

Theorem 8.3. Let Z be a normal projective variety of dimension 
2n with a single isolated singularity. Assume that there exists a sym
plectic resolution 7r : Z-+ Z; in other words, 7r is a birational morphism 
from the smooth, projective, complex symplectic variety Z onto Z. Then: 

(1) The exceptional locus E C Z of 7r is a union of Lagrangian 
submanifolds isomorphic to IP'n. 

(2) When n = 1, the exceptional locus E is a tree of smooth IP'1 's 
with configuration of one of the ADE-singularities. 

(3) If n ~ 2, then E consists of a single smooth IP'n and 7r: Z-+ Z 
is analytically-locally a standard resolution. 

For the proof, we need several easy results. 

Lemma 8.4. Every component Ei of the exceptional locus is unir
uled. Furthermore Ri7r*Oz = 0, i > 0. 

Proof. The first statement is a special case of Theorem 1 of [Ka]. 
(Essentially the adjunction plus Miyaoka-Mori criterion for uniruledness 
[MiMo].) In order to show the second statement, notice that 1\ n'fJ defines 
a nowhere vanishing 2n-form, so that the dualizing sheaf wz is isomor
phic to Oz. Then the Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing [GraR] yields 
Ri7r*O ~ Ri7r*w = 0, i > 0. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 8.5. Let Ei be a non-singular model of Ei, an irre
ducible component of the exceptional locus E. Then the pullback of a 
holomorphic 2-form 'fJ on Z to Ei is identically zero. In particular, Ei is 
isotropic with respect to the symplectic form ry, and hence dimEi :::; n. 
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Proof. Take an embedded resolution J.L : Z---+ Z of E C Z. Thus 
the inverse image E C Z of E C Z is a divisor of simple normal cross
ings. Let D C E be an arbitrary irreducible component. In order 
to prove the assertion, it suffices to show that the natural restriction 
map H0 (Z, Oi) ---+ H0 (D, 0~) identically vanishes. By Hodge theory, 

this map is the complex conjugate of the restriction map H2 ( Z, 0 z) ---+ 

H2 (D, On). Take an effective, sufficiently ample divisor fi on Z such 
that Hi(z, (Ri(?rJ.L)*Oz)(H)) = 0 for i > O,j ;::: 0. Thus, by Leray 
spectral sequence, 

By construction, J.L*1f* fi is trivial on D. In the meantime, since 
Ri1r*OZ = 0 and Z is non-singular, we have Ri(7rJ.L)*O = 0, j > 0. 
Looking at the commutative diagram 

we conclude that the restriction map in question is zero. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8.6. Let Pi E Ei be a point not contained in U#i Ei and 
take a rational curve Ci c Ei c Z such that Ci passes through Pi. Let 
gi : IP'1 ---+ Ei be a standard morphism obtained by normalizing Ci. Then 
we have: 

dim[g;] Hom(IP'1 , Ei) 2: 2n + 1. 

Furthermore, given any rational curve C C E = U Ei, there is some 
component Eo ::J C such that dim[g] Hom(IP'\ Eo) 2: 2n + 1, where g : 
IP'1 ---+ E0 C Z is induced by the normalization of C. 

Proof. Since 1r(gi(IP'1 )) = 1r(g(IP'1 )) = o and Z is Kahler, every 
deformation of gi or g in Hom(IP'1 , Z) maps IP'1 to E. Hence 

dim[g;] Hom(IP'1 , Ei) =dim[g;] Hom(IP'1 , E) =dim[g;] Hom(IP'1 , Z);::: 2n+ 1, 

dim[g] Hom(IP'1 , E)= dim[g] Hom(IP'1 , Z) ;::: 2n + 1 

by Definition 6.5. On the other hand, we have a set theoretical equality 
Hom(IP'\ E) = U Hom(IP'\ Ei). Q.E.D. 

If Ci c Ei is chosen to have minimum degree among the ratio
nal curves passing through Pi, then, locally around [gi], the scheme 
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Hom(lP'1 , Ei) is identical with U Hom(lP'1 , Ei) and has dimension ::; 
2 dimE+ 1 ::; 2n+ 1 by Corollaries 8.5 and 2.5. If Cis a rational curve of 
minimum degree in E, then dim[g] Hom(lP'1 , E) = dim[g] Hom(lP'1 , Eo) ::; 
2n + 1 for some Eo :J C. 

Comparing these with Lemma 8.6 and Theorem 0.1, we have proved 
the following 

Corollary 8.7. Ei C Z is Lagrangian, i.e., dimEi = n. Its nor
malization Ei is isomorphic to a finite quotient of lP'n and there is at 
least one component, say Eo, such that Eo is lP'n. 

When n = 1, the symplectic manifold Z is a K3 surface (it cannot be 
an abelian surface because of the existence of the exceptional divisor E) 
and E is an effective divisor with negative definite intersection matrix. 
Each Ei is (-2)-curve, while R 11r*Oz = 0. Hence the singularity of Z is 
a rational double point and E is a chain of lP'1 's of which the dual graph 
is one of the Dynkin diagrams of type ADE. Thus, in order to complete 
the proof of Theorem 8.3, we may assume that n is at least two. 

For a while, we fix an irreducible component E 0 whose normalization 
Eo is isomorphic to lP'n. 

Lemma 8.8. Let f : C --+ Eo ~ lP'n be a morphism from a smooth 
complete (not necessarily rational) curve. Assume that the normaliza
tion morphism v0 : Eo --+ Eo C Z is unramified. Then there is a natural 
exact sequence 

0--+ f*Gll'n --+ f*v~Gz --+ f*O~n --+ 0. 

Iff is non-constant, then we have H0 (C,J*v08z) = H0 (C,J*8ll'n). If, 
in addition, H1 (C,J*8ll'n) = 0, then Hom(C,Z) is smooth at [vof] and 
is locally (in Zariski topology) identified with Hom(C, Eo). 

Proof. Trivial. Q.E.D. 

Let v : E = li Ei --+ E = U Ei be the normalization morphism, with 
vi : Ei --+ Ei being the normalization of each irreducible component. 

Corollary 8.9. Assume that the normalization morphism 
v0 : Eo ~ lP'n --+Eo is unramified. Then the singular locus Sing(Eo) of 
Eo and the intersection Eon (E \Eo) are both zero-dimensional. 

Proof. Consider an irreducible curve Co on Eo C E, with the nor
malization C0 . Let Cia C Ei be the normalization of a one-dimensional 
irreducible component33 of v; 1 (C0 ), a = 1, ... , m(i). Because of the 

330f course vi- 1 (Co) could contain extra zero-dimensional components. 
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unramifiedness condition, we see that C0 sits in the singular locus of E 
if and only if lJ. Cia is not isomorphic to Co. >,a 

Take an arbitrary irreducible component C' of the fibre product of 
the Cia over C0 • Let C be the Galois closure of the finite covering C' ~ 
Co and let Jia : C ~ Cia denote the canonical projection. In short, we 
take a Galois cover C ~ C0 which gives a commutative diagram 

c ----+ 

fia 
Cia 

1tjf3 1Vi 

cj,f3 ----+ Co Vj 

for any quadruple ( i, j; a, {3). Since C is Galois over Co with Galois 
group r, we can write C0 = C jr, Cia = C jr im where ria c r is a 
subgroup. 

We consider the modulo p reductions of Z, C0 , C etc., where pis a 
sufficiently large prime number. Let ill: C ~ C be the geometric Frobe
nius and put fia = ha<P. Since 8Eo is ample, H1 (C, foa8EJJ vanishes 
provided the prime number p is sufficiently large. Thus Lemma 8.8 ap
plies to show that Hom(C, Z) is locally irreducible at vdia = Vj/jp, and 
locally identified with the germ (Hom( C, Eo), [vofoal). The morphism 
f = vdia : C ~ Z does not depend on the choice of the indices ( i, a) 
corresponding to fia· This shows that Hom(lP'\ Ei), which is a subset 
of Hom(lP'1 , Z), is identical with Hom(lP'1 , Ei,o) at [fia] for i =/= 0, where 
Ei,o c Ei is the inverse image of Ei n Ea. 

Recall that Ei is a finite quotient lP'n /Gi, Gi C Aut(lP'n). If the 
characteristic pis sufficiently large (for example p » IGil, lr!), we can 
construct a finite cover C* ~ C ~ C* /G~, G~ C Gi, which completes 
the commutative diagram 

1 1 

(Namely, C* is an irreducible component of the normalization of 
C xE, lP'n, and Gi C G C Aut(C xE, JIDn) is the stabilizer of C*.) Then 

we have a natural morphism Hom(C*,lP'n)G' ~ Hom(C,Ei)· Noting 
the ampleness of 811'n, it turns out there are lot of Gi-invariant (more 
adequately, Gi-equivariant) morphisms C* ~ lP'n or, equivalently, lot of 
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deformation of fia : C ---+ Ei, when p is sufficiently large. This con
tradicts Hom(C,Ei) = Hom(C,Ei,o), the existence of Cia, fia, i-=/= 0 
assumed. Thus any curve C0 C Eo is not contained in other components 
Ei, i.e., Eon (E \Eo) is zero-dimensional. 

We check next that E0 has no self-intersection of positive dimension. 
Since Eo ':::::' lP'n ---+ Eo is unramified, an irreducible component Goa of 
v01 (Co) is an etale cover of C0 . We prove first that Goa is isomorphic 
to Co. Assume that r = Gal(6 /Co)-=/= foa = Gal(6 /Goa)· Then we can 
find i E f \ foa· The automorphism i of 6 lifts to an automorphism 
'Y of C in a unique manner (recall that C ---+ 6 was Frobenius). Thus 
foa'Y-=/= foa, while vofoa'Y = vofo,a by construction. This implies that a 
unique morphism f = vofoa E Hom( C, Z) corresponds to two different 
morphisms E Hom(lP'1 , Eo), contradicting the local birational isomor
phism Hom( C, Z) ':::::' Hom( C, Eo) between smooth schemes. Hence each 
Goa is isomorphic to Co. 

Finally, if there were two components Goa, Co(3, then the same ar
gument shows that f = vofoa = vofof3 would correspond to two different 
element of Hom( C, Eo), another contradiction. 

Summing up things together, we conclude that the inverse image of 
C0 C E in the normalization U Ei is a single curve C01 birational to 
C0 in E0 , plus (possibly) zero-dimensional components. This shows the 
assertion. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8.10. Let the notation be as above. Assume that the nor
malization map Vi : Ei ---+ Ei is unramified whenever Ei is isomorphic 
to lP'n. Then every Ei is smooth and isomorphic to lP'n. Two compo
nents Ei, Ej meet each other transversally at finitely many points and 
the associated dual graph34 is a tree. 

Proof. First we prove that Ei ':::::' lP'n for each i. 
The index set I of the irreducible components Ei is a disjoint sum 

I+ U I-, where Ei ':::::' lP'n if and only if i E I+. It suffices to derive 
a contradiction from the hypothesis I- -=/= 0. Put E+ = UiEI+ Ei, 
E- = UiEJ- Ei. Lemma 8.9 asserts that E+ n E- is a finite set. 
Assume that a rational curve C c E- has the minimum degree among 
all the rational curves in E-. Let f : 1P'1 ---+ E- c E c Z be the 
morphism obtained by the normalization of C. Since C is not contained 
in E+, we have a local (set theoretical) i dentity around [f]: 

Hom(lP'1 , Z) = Hom(lP'1 , E-) = Hom(lP'1 , Eio) for some i 0 E r. 

34The vertices are the irreducible components E; and two vertices Ei and 
Ej are joined by ti(Ei n Ej) edges. 
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Thus the deformations of f give an unsplitting, doubly dominant family 
of rational curves on Eio, so that Eio ~ IP'n, contradicting the definition 
of 1-. Thus every Ei is isomorphic to IP'n and hence Sing( E) is zero
dimensional by virtue of Corollary 8.9. 

Next we show thesecond assertion. Let JE C Oz be the defining 
ideal of E and t a large integer. The natural short exact sequence 

induces the cohomology exact sequence 

Since ( Z, o) is a rational singularity, the image the first term 
H1 (Z, Oz/Jk) in H1 (E, OE) vanishes for sufficiently large t. The sheaf 
JE/Jk is a successive extension of the J'E/J~t 1 , s = 1, ... , t- 1, which 
are identical with the Sym8 8JP" outside finitely many points. Because 
of the well known vanishing of Hq(IP'n, Sym8 8JP" ), q > 0, the third term 
H2 (Z, JE/Jk) also vanishes.35Thus the middle term H1 (E, OE) is zero. 

On the other hand, the normalization 11 : l1 Ei ---+ E, Ei ~ IP'n 
induces the exact sequence 

where S is a skyscraper sheaf supported by the finitely many singu
lar points of E. The equality H1 (E, OE) = 0 holds if and only if 
ffiH0 (Ei, O:E)fH0 (E, OE) ~ cN-l ---+ S is a surjection, where N is 
the number of the irreducible components. Now it is an easy exercise to 
check that this condition is satisfied only if each component Ei is smooth, 
meeting other components transversally, and the associated dual graph 
is a tree. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8.11. Assume that n ;::: 2 and that 11 : E = ll Ei ---+ E is 
unramified whenever Ei ~ IP'n. Then E is a single IP'n. 

Proof Since Z is normal, the exceptional locus E is connected 
by Zariski's main theorem. Therefore, if E is reducible, then there 
exist irreducible components E 1 and E 2 which mutually meet at an 
isolated point p. Consider the blowing-up p, : Z ---+ Z along E 1 . By 
Lemma 8.2, we can blow down Z in another direction to get a new sym
plectic manifold Z'. The strict transform ,_,~;ict ( E 2 ) C Z contains a 

35 N.B.: We cannot conclude the vanishing of H1(Z, :JEj:J},;) because of 
the difference between :J'E;/:J';;;+1 and Sym8 811'" in dimension zero. 
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divisor J-L;;;,~ict(E2)nJ-L- 1 (E1 ). Then the blowing-down J-£1 : Z ~ Z' keeps 
the J-L-1(p) ~ ]pm-l untouched, so that the strict transform E~ C Z' of 
E2 C Z is a blown up ]pm, a smooth variety not isomorphic to IP'n (note 
that n > 1) nor to a finite quotient of IP'n. The naturally induced bira
tional map Z' --+ Z is well defined as a set theoretic map, and indeed 
a morphism by the normality of Z. Then we can apply Corollary 8.7 
to Z' to infer that E 2 ~ E~ must be IP'n or a finite quotient of IP'n, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 

The proof of Theorem 8.3 is now reduced to the following assertion: 

Theorem 8.12. The normalization map v : IP'n ~ X is unram
ified; in other words, the generically injective map v : IP'n ~ Z is an 
immersion. 

The proof of this theorem is given in Section 10 below. 

Remark 8.13. It would be natural to ask if Theorem 8.3 can be 
localized. Most steps of our proof in fact apply also to local situations 
(germs of isolated singularities, say). The compactness of the symplectic 
manifold Z enters simply to ensure that dim[/] Hom(IP'1 , Z) ~ 2n + 1 for 
every non-constant morphism f: IP'1 ~ Z. , 

Let (Z, E) ~ (Z, o) be a projective symplectic resolution of the 
germ of an isolated singularity of dimension 2n. The condition of trivial 
canonical bundle guarantees that dim[/] Hom(IP'1 , Z) ~ 2n for arbitrary 
non-constant f, from which we deduce: 

a) The exceptional locus E has pure dimension n and each com
ponent of it is rationally connected; 

b) E is Lagrangian in Z. 
These property strongly suggest that the normalization of E is a disjoint 
union of finite quotients of projective space IP'n or of (possibly singular) 
hyperquadrics (see Remark 5.3). 

9. Symplectic resolution of non-isolated singularities 
Let Z be a compact, Kahler, complex symplectic manifold with 

symplectic form 'TJ and let 1r : Z ~ Z be a projective bimeromorphic 
morphism onto a normal, Kahler complex space Z. Let Eo C Z be an 
irreducible component of the exceptional locus E and B0 its image in Z. 

Let us fix the notation as follows: 
q : a general point E B 0 . 

X : the general fibre (7r1Eo)- 1 (q). 
p : a general point on X (and hence general in Eo). 
a:=dimX. 
b := dimB0 . 
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In the notation above, we prove: 

Theorem 9.1. We have b = 2n- 2a. An open dense subset U of 
the smooth locus of B 0 carries a natural symplectic structure induced by 
TJ· A general fibre X of the fibration Eo ---+ Bo is a union of copies of 
smooth IP'a. If a = 1, X is a tree of smooth IP'1 's with configuration of 
type ADE. If a;:::: 2, then X~ IP'a, so that Eolu is an etale 1P'a-bundle 
over U. 

Roughly speaking, the exceptional set of a projective bimeromor
phic morphism from a complex symplectic manifold is essentially a con
traction of projective space and the symplectic structure of the source 
manifold is inherited by the resulting singular loci. 36 

Most part of the proof of Theorem 9.1 is exactly the same as that 
of Theorem 8.3 with some flavour of Section 7, and so the proof of the 
subsequent lemmas will be a little sketchy. 

Lemma 9.2. The exceptional set Eo is uniruled. Rin*Oz = 0 for 
i > 0 and the 2-form TJ is identically zero as a 2-form on XC E0 . (More 
precisely, the pullback of TJ to a non-singular model of X identically 
vanishes.) 

The proof is exactly the same as in Lemma 8.4 and Corollary 8.5, 
and left to the reader. 

Let C C X be a rational curve passing through a general smooth 
point p E X, and assume that the degree of C attains minimum among 
such rational curves. Let f : IP'1 ---+ X C Eo C Z be the morphism 
induced by the normalization of C. 

Lemma 9.3. Let Eo be the normalization of the irreducible variety 
Eo and f : IP'1 ---+ Eo the map which f : IP'1 ---+ Eo naturally induces (recall 
that C, which contains p, does not lie in the singular locus of E0 ). If C 
or, equivalently, f : IP'1 ---+ Eo is generally chosen, then 

]*n~ ~ 0( -2) EB 0( -1)ille- 1 EB oa-e, 
]*nj,;o ~ 0( -2) EB 0( -1)ffie- 1 EB oa+b-e, 

where 1 :::; e:::; a. 

36 (After a comment of D. Barlet) The compact variety Eo is a symplectic 
variety in the following sense: (a) TJ can be viewed as a (meromorphic) d
closed 2-form on Eo; (b) If 7r: Eo --+Eo is flat over V C (Eo)smooth, then TJiv 
is a holomorphic symplectic form; and (c) TJ is holomorphic on Eo, i.e., for 
any compact 2-chain 1 C Eo, we have I J, TJI < +oo. These properties can be 

easily verified from the subsequent proof of Theorem 9.1. 
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Proof. Any small deformation ft of the morphism f : IP'1 ~ Z has 
image inside E0 • In fact, 7rf(IP'1 ) is a single point, and so is 7rft(IP'1 ) 

thanks to the Kahler condition on Z, meaning that a curve ft(IP'1 ) C Z 
must stay in Eo (actually in some closed fibre over a point E B 0 ). 

If we impose the condition that ft (IP'1 ) contains p E X, then ft (IP'1 ) 

necessarily sits in X. Since 7 is general, its image 7 (IP'1 ) does not meet 
the singular locus of E 0 . Hence Theorem 2.8 applies to get the direct sum 
decomposition of ]* nko as above. In particular, the deformation of f 
with base condition oo ~----+ p is unobstructed, and H0 (IP'\ ]* eEo (-( oo))) 

generates a subspace of 7* eX, meaning that e :::; a. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 9.4. The integer e being as in Lemma 9.3, we have the 
equality e = 2n-a-b or, equivalently, dim Eo= 2n-e. The kernel K of 
the natural homomorphism f*r21 ~ J*nko is ample~ 0(2)E90(1)Eile-1. 
We have an isomorphism 

f*r21 ~ 0(2) E9 0(1)Eile-1 E9 OEil2n-2e E9 0( -1)Eile-1 E9 0( -2). 

Proof. Since a small deformation of C stays in Eo, we have 

a+ b + e + 1 =dim[]] Hom(IP'1 , Eo) =dim[/] Hom(IP'1 , Z) ~ 2n + 1, 

so that 
rank K = 2n - a - b :::; e. 

Then the existence of the symplectic form, or the self-duality of f*r21, 
implies the assertion. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 9.5. !*11, viewed as a bilinear form on 7*eEo' is a 
degenerate form of rank 2n-e, and determines a non-degenerate bilinear 
form on ]*eEjP, where P ~ 0(2) E9 0(1)Eile-1 is the maximal ample 
sub bundle. 

Proof. An easy exercise. Q.E.D. 

Since 11o = 11le- xe- is a well-defined skew-symmetric bilinear 
Eo Eo 

form, this means 

Corollary 9.6. 'flo is a degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form 
of rank 2n- 2e on an open subset U ::> 7(1P'1 ) of E 0 , and the subsheaf 

P = {v E 8EJ0 ;17o(v,*) = 0} C 8Eo 

is locally free of rank e on U. 

Corollary 9. 7. Let S(:p) C Chow( Eo) be the closed subset param
eterizing the rational curves of minimum degree through a general point 
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p E Eo, and F(p) ----> S(p) the associated family. (For simplicity we 
assume S(p) is irreducible.) Let U C F(p) denote a small open neigh
bourhood of {[C]} x C. Then the natural image Xp of U on X is smooth 
at p as well as at a general point p' E X P, with tangent spaces exactly 
P ® C(p) and P ® C(p'), respectively. 

The dimension of X P is clearly e and it is doubly covered by rational 
curves of minimum degree. Hence by Theorem 0.2, the normalization of 
Xp is a finite quotient of IP'e. 

Lemma 9.8. e = a, so that the Zariski closure of Xp is X and 
prz(F) = E 0 . 

Proof. As before, we denote the normalization by putting overlines. 
Recall that TJ induces a non-degenerate pairing on ee0 /P, a sheaf ofrank 
2n - 2e. By Lemma 8.2 above, TJ identically vanishes on ex X ex. If 
p is strictly smaller than eX, then TJ induces a non-zero pairing 

Our fibre space structure Eo ----> B 0 gives an isomorphism 

in an obvious manner. Then there exists a global section B of Q such that 
TJ(·, B), viewed as a linear form on e_x, is not identically zero; in other 
words, ry(·, B) is a global d-closed 1-form on X or, more precisely, on a 
smooth model X of X. This is ruled out by the property R1n*Oz = 0 in 
view of Lemma 9.9 below. This contradiction comes from the hypothesis 
P # ex. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 9.9. Let 1r: W----> W be a bimeromorphic projective mor
phism from a manifold W to a normal complex space. Let T C W be 
the inverse image of a point o E W (we equip T with reduced structure). 
IfR1n*Ow = 0, then there is no non-zero d-closed holomorphic 1-form 
on T.37 

Proof. Let U C W be a sufficiently small open neighbourhood of 
T. Consider the truncated De Rham exact sequence 

0 ----> <C ----> 0 ----> dO ----> 0 

37More precisely, if {U;} is a collection of open subsets of W which covers 
T and(; is ad-closed holomorphic 1-form on U; such that(; = (j on TnU;nUj, 
then the pullback of (; to a resolution T of any component of T is identically 
zero. 
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and the associated commutative diagram of cohomology groups 

H0 (Cu) -----+ H0 (0u) -----+ H0 (d0u) -----+ H1 (Cu) -----+ H1 (0u) 

1 1 1 
H0 (Cr) -----+ H0 (0r) -----+ H0 (d0r) -----+ H1 (Cr) -----+ H1 (0r) 

of which the rows are exact. By our hypothesis, H1 (U, Ou) = 0, so that 
the edge homomorphism H0 (T,d0r) ~ H1 (T,Cr) is surjective. It is 
injective as well because of the isomorphisms H0 ( Cr) ~ H0 ( Or) ~ C. 
Thus we have H0 (d0r) ~ H1 (Cr). 

Suppose that there is a non-zero element ( E H0 (T, dOr ). Then 
its complex conjugate ( is of course d-closed, defining a cohomology 
class E H1 (T, Cr). If H0 (T, dOr) =f. 0, then there is a resolution V 
of some component of T such that the pullbacks of H0 (T, dOr) and 
H0 (T, dOr) are non-zero. Since V is projective, these two spaces are 
independent in H1 (V,C), and so are in H1 (T,C), contracting H1 (Cr) ~ 
H0 (d0r). Q.E.D. 

Now we are in the position to photocopy the arguments in the pre
vious section to get the following: 

Lemma 9.10. If a = 1, X is a tree of IP'1 's with configuration of 
ADE singularities. If a ;::: 2 , then X is a single IP'a. 

Proof. Let us check what kind of results were used in the proof of 
similar statements in the previous section. They were: 

(1) The vanishing of Ri7r*Oz, the counterpart of which was estab
lished in Lemma 9.2; 

(2). Deformation argument on rational curves, which perfectly works 
also in this new context; 

(3) The existence of a flop Lemma 8.2; and finally 
(4) The unramifiedness of the normalization map Xi~ IP'a ~Xi. 
The unramifiedness will be proved in the next section. The existence 

of a flop is still valid by the following lemma. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 9.11. Let (Z, ry) be a complex symplectic manifold of di
mension 2n. Suppose that Z contains E0 = JID"' x ~2n-2a as a closed 
subset, ~ 2n-2a denoting a small poly disc of dimension 2n- 2a, and that 
ell'a is exactly the null-space of ( e Eo III'a' "1). Assume that a ;::: 2 and let 
J-l : Z ~ Z be the blow up along E0 . Then Z has a blow down in another 
direction. 

Analytically locally Z looks like a symplectic product W x ~2n-2a 
around E0 , and the proof is completely parallel to Lemma 8.2. 
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Remark 9.12. The vanishing ofRi1r*Oz is a fairly restrictive con
dition if combined with our result X= IP'a /G. For example, we can easily 
show that if the normalization map v : X ----> X is unramified outside 
finitely many points, then v is everywhere unramified. 

Example 9.13. We take up once more Hilbert schemes of a K3 
surface. 

Let S be a K3 surface and consider the Hilbert scheme Z = Hilbr ( S) 
parameterizing the closed subschemes with constant Hilbert polynomial 
h(t) = r. An element of [z] E Hilbr(S) is a zero-dimensional scheme de
fined by an ideal sheaf Iz such that dimc(O/Iz) = r. As was mentioned 
in Example 7.10, Z is a complex symplectic manifold. 

By forgetting the scheme structure of z and viewing it as an effective 
0-cycle of degree r, we get a natural morphism 7rr : Z----> Z = Symr(S) c:::' 

Chow~(S), 
Let us study the structure of the birational morphism 1r r for small 

values of r. 
Case r = 2. If a 0-cycle Pl + p2 is supported by two distinct points, 
the corresponding scheme is uniquely defined by the ideal 9Jtp, 9Jtp2 , so 
that 1r is an isomorphism over Sym2 S \ S.38 When p 1 = p2 = p, then 
a closed subscheme of degree two supported by p is determined by an 
ideal I such that 9)1~ C I C 9Jtp and that dime 9Jtp/ I = 1. It follows 

that 7r2 1([2p]) is naturally isomorphic to IP'(9Jtv/9Jt~) c:::' IP'l, and 1r2 has a 

IP'1-bundle structure over the diagonalS C Sym2 S. Thus the exceptional 
locus E of the birational contraction 1r2 is a smooth IP'1-bundle over S. 

Suppose that S contains a ( -2)-curve. Then we can contract this 
curve to get a normal surface S'. The symmetric product Sym 2 S' is a 
normal variety with a unique point q (of course singular) such that the 
projection Sym2 S ----> Sym2 S' has IP'2 as a fibre over q. Looking at the 
construction closely, we find that the exceptional locus of the birational 
contraction 1r~: Hilb2 (S)----> Sym2 S' consists of two irreducible compo
nents, one of which being a IP'1-bundle over S and the other being IP'2 
over q. The two components meet each other along a smooth quadric in 
IP'2 0 

Case r = 3. Let us look at the fibre of 1!"3 over a cycle "( = Pl + P2 + P3 

on S. 
If the three points are mutually distinct, then the fibre is a single 

point corresponding the ideal Iy = 9Jtp,9Jtp2 9Jtp3 • 

38 Here the image of the diagonal b.s C S x S in Sym2 S is identified with 
s. 
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When p = Pl = P2 -1- p3, the fibre 1r-1 ('y) is a scheme defined by 
IWI:p3 , where WI:~ C I C WLP and dimO/I = dimWI:p/I + 1 = 2. Hence 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between 1r-1 ('y) and the set of one
dimensional subspace in Wlp/Wl~ c::: <C2 , which is nothing but JP'1 . 

In the most degenerate case p = p1 = p2 = p3, the fibre Eo= 1r31 ('y) 
consists of the ideals I such that WI:~ C I C WLP and that dim Wlp /I = 
2. Hence we have an injection from E0 into the Grassmann variety 
Grass(Wlp/Wl~, 2). There is a naturally marked closed point [WI:~] in E0 . 

This point represents a (unique) closed subscheme of length three which 
is supported by p but not locally complete intersection on S. 

Assume that the ideal I is not contained in WI:~ or, equivalently, that 
I I (In WI:~) -1- 0. By Nakayama's lemma, 

dime( I+ wt;);wt;) =dime Wlpjwt; = 2 

would mean the absurd equality I = Wlp, and so I +Wl~/WL~ must be one
dimensional. Consequently (In WI:~) /WI:~ is necessarily two-dimensional. 
Let (x, y) be a local coordinate system. Let 

be an element of I /WI:~ such that 

(1) a, bare constants E <C and (a, b) -1- (0, 0), 
(2) q(x,y) is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial in (x,y). 

Then this element w uniquely determines 

3 ( - 3) I= Osw + WLP = w, (bx- ax) ' 

where a, b are the complex conjugates of a, b. In fact, the three
dimensional vector space I/WL~ has basis (ax+ by+ q(x,y), (ax+ 
by)x, (ax+by)y). Given I, the choice of the linear part (a, b) is unique up 
to non-zero factor. The choice of the quadratic part q(x, y) involves, how
ever, indeterminacy. Indeed, we can change it by adding a quadric of the 
form (ax+by)(tx+uy), where t, u are arbitrary constants. Thus we have 
a natural projection (Eo\ [WI:~]) -.JP'1 , [I] f---t (ax+ by) E lP'(Wlp/Wl~)*, 
of which the fibre is isomorphic to the one-dimensional vector space 
WL~/((ax + by)Wi:p +WI:~) c::: <C. The closed subset E0 C Hilb3 (S) is 
therefore a compactification of a <C-bundle over lP'1 by the single point 
[WI:~], implying that Eo c::: JP'2 . 

In order to have a global picture of the exceptional locus of 1r3 , we 
have to check what happens to the point [IpWI:p3 ] (WI:~~ Ip ~ Wl:p) when 
p3 tends to p. 
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As a reference pointE ?T31(3p) C Hilb3 (S), we take the ideal I gen
erated by (x, y3 ) (i.e., a= 1, b = q(x, y) = 0), which is a local complete 
intersection. Hence its universal infinitesimal deformation39is given by 
Hom( I I I 2 , 0 I I) ~ C6 • Recalling the construction of the universal de
formation, we have the following explicit description of the family of 
ideals It parameterized by six parameters t1, ... , t6: 

The condition that the scheme is supported by one or two points is thus 
described by the vanishing of the discriminant t~t~ + 18t4 t 5t6 - 4t~ -
4t~t6 - 27t~ of the second cubic polynomial in y, thereby defining an 
locally irreducible hypersurface on the parameter space C6 . 

The above observations show that 

(1) the exceptional locus of the projection 1r3 : Hilb3 (S) ---+ S(3) 

consists of a single irreducible component E; that 
(2) E is stratified into the disjoint sum of a JP>1-bundle over the 

symplectic 4-fold S(2) \ S (the bigger diagonal in S(3)) and a 
JP>2-bundle over S (the smaller diagonal); and that 

(3) the pa bundle structure of the exceptional locus E is not globally 
defined. 

10. Unramifiedness of the normalization map 
In this section, we give the deferred proof of the unramifiedness of 

the normalization map attached to the exceptional locus of a symplectic 
resolution. 

Let 1r Z ---+ Z be a projective symplectic resolution of a projective 
normal variety of dimension 2n, and let E C Z be the exceptional locus 
with image Bin Z. Take a general point bE B. Then X= 1r-1(b) is a 
union of a-dimensional Lagrangian subvarieties Xi in a 2a-dimensional 
symplectic submanifold C Z. Their normalizations Xi are isomorphic 
to finite quotients of pa and there is at least one component, say X 0 , 

such that X o ~ pa. If Xi is not pa, then Xi necessarily meets another 
component Xj along a positive dimensional subset. 

In the above notation, we show the following 

Theorem 10.1. The normalization map 

vo: Xo---+ Xo C X= 1r-1 (b) c Z 

is unramified if b E B is general and if X o ~ pa. 

39By Theorem 1.6, Hilbr(X) is smooth at ['Y] provided the finite scheme 
'Y is locally complete intersection. 
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When X has only isolated singularities, this theorem is easy to prove: 

Lemma 10.2. If X has only isolated singularities, then X is a 
union of smooth JP>a. 

Proof. Note that Xi ~ F because the intersection Xi n Xi is a 
finite set for all j =/= i. 

Consider the short exact sequence 0--+ Jx --+ Oz --+Ox --+ 0 and 
the associated long exact sequence 

Outside the finitely many singular points, all the components Xi are 
isomorphic to IP'a and mutually disjoint. Therefore 

H2 (X,J~fJt1 ) ~ H2 (pa,Symi8JP>a)Eils = 0, i = 1,2, ... , 

where sis the number of the irreducible components Xi. In particular, 
R2rr*Jx/J~ vanishes fork very large, so that R 2rr*Jx = 0. This shows 
that H 1 (X,Ox) = 0. 

On the other hand, the normalization map gives the exact sequence 

0--+ Ox--+ v*(OJP>a)Eils--+ S--+ 0, 

where S is a skyscraper sheaf. Taking cohomology, we have the exact 
sequence 

0--+ cs-1 --+ H0 (X,S)--+ H 1 (X,Ox) = 0, 

which shows that the length of S = v*Ox/Ox is equal to s -1, s being 
the number of the irreducible components of X. Since X is connected, 
this is possible only if each Xi is smooth and any two components are 
disjoint or meet transversally at a single point. Q.E.D. 

The key to the argument above is the simple fact that Z has only 
rational singularities. However, we are not sure if this rationality prop
erty directly entails Theorem 10.1 when X has singularities of positive 
dimension, and we indeed take a completely different approach in this 
case. While the proof of Lemma 10.2 was done without detailed infor
mation on the local structure of X, the core of our proof of Theorem 10.1 
below is the local analysis of the singular locus of X. The results Theo
rem 10.3 through Proposition 10.6 deal with local reductions of singular 
Lagrangian subvarieties in general. With the aide of this reduction and 
the spannedness result Lemma 10.7- Corollary 10.9 for defining ideals of 
exceptional loci, we show that the non-immersed points of v0 : JP>n--+ Z 
have so special properties described in Lemma 10.10- Lemma 10.16 that 
the existence of such points is eventually ruled out in Lemma 10.17. 
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For simplicity of the notation, we assume that Z has a single isolated 
singularity in what follows. In particular, X is a union of Lagrangian 
subvarieties in Z. The general case is easily reduced to this special case. 

In order to analyze the local property of X C Z along the singular 
locus of X, we use the following local primitive decomposition theorem, 
or the Lagrangian reduction theorem for Lagrangian subvarieties, which 
asserts that a Lagrangian subvariety with smooth normalization is lo
cally a Lagrangian product of a smooth submanifold and a singular 
Lagrangian subvariety of maximal embedding dimension: 

Theorem 10.3. Let (M, ry) be a complex symplectic manifold of 
dimension 2n and L a Lagrangian subvariety in M. Assume that the 
normalization L of L is smooth. Let o E L be a singular point of L and 
let e denote the embedding dimension of L at o. If we replace M by a 
small neibourhood of o, then there exist a symplectic manifold ( M', ry') 
of dimension 2n' = 2( e - n), a Lagrangian subvariety L' C M', an e
dimensional submanifold N ::J L of M and a projection CJ : N ----> M' 
such that 

(1) L' has embedding dimension 2n' at o'; that 
(2) CJ is a smooth fibration with fibres of dimension 2n- e; and that 
(3) L = CJ- 1 (L') c N. 

Proof. Our proof is the induction on 2n- e. If 2n- e = 0, we 
simply let M' = M, L' = L. 

Assume that e < 2n. Then we have a smooth hypersurface D C M 
which contains L. The restriction of TJ to the tangent bundle e D c 
8MID is everywhere of rank 2n- 1 and the null space Null77 C 8v is 
everywhere one-dimensional, giving rise to an integrable foliation and a 
smooth fibration CJ1 : D ----> M1 with integral submanifolds of Null77 as 
fibres. Furthermore, the Lagrangian condition on L implies the inclusion 
relation Null77 IL C 8£, and a fibre of CJ is either contained in Lor away 
from L. Hence Lis the inverse image CJ- 1 (L1 ) of L1 = CJ1 (L) C M 1 . The 
tangent space of M 1 is isomorphic to 8N/Null77 , on which ry induces a 
non-degenerate pairing ry1 . It is easy to show that ry1 is d-closed, so that 
M1 is a symplectic manifold with Lagrangian subvariety £ 1 of embedding 
dimension e- 1. L is locally a product of £ 1 and C. Then the induction 
hypothesis shows the assertions (1) through (3). Q.E.D. 

Similarly we can prove the following 

Lemma 10.4. Let (M, a) be a complex symplectic manifold of di
mension 2n and L a Lagrangian subvariety whose normalization L is 
smooth. Let (R, a) C L be a smooth subvariety of dimension r and as
sume that viR : R ----> M is an isomorphism. Take a general smooth 
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complete intersection TR C M of codimension r transversally inter
secting v(R) at o. Then, analytically locally around o, there exists a 
smooth fibration ¢R : TR ---t Mt over a symplectic manifold of dimen
sion 2n t = 2n - 2r such that 

(1) Lt = ¢R(L n TR) C Mt is a Lagrangian subvariety whose nor

malization v t : T} ---t L t is a morphism from a smooth manifold 
and that 

(2) L n TR is locally isomorphic to Lt and hence has embedding 
dimension :::; 2n - 2r. 

The proof is completely parallel to that of Theorem 10.3 and left to 
the reader. 

Corollary 10.5. In Lemma 10.4, let R be either an irreducible 
component of the discriminant locus v£ 1 (Sing(L)) C L or an irreducible 
component of the ramification locus 

Ram(£) = {p E L; V£ : L ---t Z is not an immersion at p} 

and o a general point of R. Then the resulting Lagrangian subvariety L t 
has embedding dimension 2n t. 

Proof. The normalization of L n TR is a general complete inter
section in L and hence smooth. The singular locus or branch locus of 
L n TR is the finite set R n TR· If the embedding dimension e of the 
reduction Lt c:::' L n TR is less than 2nt, apply Theorem 10.3 to Lt to 
conclude that Lt is locally a product C x (Lagrangian subvariety) and 

hence the discriminant locus or the ramification locus of Lt ---t L t cannot 
be zero-dimensional. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 10.6. In Lemma 10.4, assume that R C L is an ir
reducible component either of the ramification locus Ram(L) or of the 
discriminant locus v- 1 (Sing(L)), and let o be a general point in it. Then 
the resulting Lagrangian subvariety L t C Mt is isomorphic with the La
grangian reduction L' C M' obtained in Theorem 10.3. If R and o are 
an irreducible component of Ram(L) and a general point on it, the tan
gent map dvu : 8y;' ---t v£,8M' is the zero map at the inverse image of 
the isolated branch points E L'. 

Proof. L n TR is isomorphic to Lt and its embedding dimension is 
2nt. Since TR is a smooth complete intersection defined by r equations 
h = · · · = fr = 0, we have Olnr = OLnr 0 (S1lf(dfi, ... , dfr) so that 
the embedding dimension of L is 2n t + r = dim T R < 2n. Hence L has 
non-trivial Lagrangian reduction and L n TR is (locally) a section of the 
reduction, thus giving local isomorphisms L' c:::' L n TR c:::' Lt. 
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Let R be a component of Ram(L). If dvL' does not vanish at o, we 
can find a smooth curve r C L' 3 o such that vir is an isomorphism 
into M'. Then apply Lemma 10.4 to (M',L',r) and we conclude that 
a general hypersurface of L' has embedding dimension :S dim M' - 2 
or, equivalently, that the embedding dimension of L' is :S dimM' -1, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Let us return to our original situation as in Theorem 10.1. Take an 
irreducible component X 0 C X such that X 0 ~ ]pm. Let !JJ1 C 0 z be the 

maximal ideal defining the isolated singular point o E Z. Let l + 1 be the 
number of the irreducible components Xi of X and let a= (a0, ... , a1) 
be an (l + 1)-tuple qf positive integers. We write b 2 a or b » a if 
bi 2 ai or bi » ai for all i. For simplicity of the notation, we adopt 
the convention s = (s, ... , s) for a positive integer s. Let :J\:) C Oz 
denote the a-th symbolic power of the ideal Jx (see [Matm, p.56]); i.e., 
::r(a) = n. ::r(a;) and ::r(a;) = ::ra 0 n 0 . 

X • X; X; X; Z,'Jx, Z 
Then we have the following easy 

Lemma 10.7. Let U C Z be an affine (or Stein) neibourhood of 
the singular point o and U C Z its inverse image. Then 

(1) Given positive integers b 2 a, the 0 0 -module !ma j!mb and the 
Ou-module rr*(!ma /!mb) are generated by global sections. 

(2) If c » b » a, then J~) C rr*!mb C ::rr;) C rr*!m C J x. 

(3) There exists a» 0 such that Ox-module ::rr;) ;::rr;+eo)) is gener
ated by global sections, where e0 = (1, 0, ... , 0). 

Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. The statement (3) easily derives 
from the following three observations: 

(1) rr*!m/rr*!mc and its quotient rr*!m/J~) are generated by global 
sections; 

(2) The Oz-module rr*!m!J~) has filtrations with associated graded 
module ffi(rr*!mnJ(b3))/(rr*!mnJ(b;+l)) where b = 1 < b < 

W X X ' 0 - l_ 
· · · :S bm = b is an increasing sequence; 

(3) Standard multiplications of the ring Oz induce a natural Ox
homomorphism (::rW jJ~+e))®(J~) ;::r~+e))---+ ::r~+k) ;::r~+k+e), 
where 0 < e :S 1. 

The detail is left to the reader. Q.E.D. 

Let v0 : lP'n ---+ X 0 C X C Z be the normalization map of an 
irreducible component X 0 C X. From now on until Lemma 10.16, 
we assume that vo is not an immersion so that the ramification locus 
Ram(Xo) C lP'n is non-empty. 
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Recall that v0(J(a) jJ(a+eol)j(torsion) is a subsheaf of Syma8JP'n, 
where a = a0 , a = (a0 , a 1 , ... ). Choose a general point p of an irre
ducible component R of Ram(Xo) C lPm. Let (To : T1 : · · · : Tn) be 
homogeneous linear coordinates of lP'n such that p = (1 : 0 : · · · : 0). The 
linear functions ti = TijT0 , i = 1, ... , n, define affine coordinates at p, 
while to is the constant function 1. The global vector fields on lP'n are 
generated by 

if j =/= 0 

if j = 0. 

This means that if a global vector field (} on lP'n vanishes at p to the 
second order, then B is locally contained in the line bundle L generated 
by the Euler vector field -Boo = h 8~1 + · · · + tn 8~n E ( h, ... , tn) 8JP'n. 

Corollary 10.8. There exists a= (a, a1, ... ) 2': 1 such that 

v~(J~) /J~+eo))/(torsion) + (t1, ... , tn)a-l L · Syma-l8JP'n 

::J (t1, ... , tn)aSyma8JP'n 

locally around p. 

Proof. The OJP'n-module v*(J2:-l !J2:-+eol)/(torsion) c Syma8JP'n is 
generated by global sections and, at general points, coincides with the to
tal space Syma81P'n. It is well known that a global section ~ of Syma8JP'n 
is a sum of the products of ()ij, which have zero of order ::; a at p modulo 
L · Syma-l8JP'n. Q.E.D. 

Let R denote the ramification locus of v0 : lP'n ----+ Z and r its di
mension. Choose a general point p of an r-dimensional component of 
R. By Theorem 10.3- Proposition 10.6, we find a small neighbourhood 
N C Z of p and a Lagrangian reduction ¢ : (N, X 0 ,p) ----+ (M, L, o), 
where L C M is a Lagrangian subvariety of dimension m = n - r with 
a single isolated branch point o = cp(p). (Here we write X 0 instead of 
X 0 n N by abuse of notation.) 

Since X 0 is locally a product, we have local decompositions 

81P'n =FEB ¢*8y;, 

Jxo/J~o =FEB ¢*(JL/J'i), 

where F is a subbundle of 8JP'n such that F[R = eR. In particular, we 
have a locally defined sujection J~) /J~+l) ----+ ¢*(Ji,al nr+ll). If we let 
liL : L ----+ L stand for the normalization, there is a natural inclusion 

* (,..,(a)/,_,(a+l)) ( )S ae liL .JL .JL C t1, ... ,tn-r ym -y; 
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and a local surjection 811'n lv,)l(W) -+ 8y;, where h, ... , tn-r are local 

coordinates of L at ¢(p) and W C Z is a general smooth complete 
intersection of codimension r. (In what follows, we write p instead of 
¢(p) for simplicity of the notation.) The image of the Euler vector field 
-Boo in 8y; is of the form 

modulo (t1, ... ,tn-r)28y;, thus generating a line bundle £L C 

(h, ... , tn-r)8y;. 

Corollary 10.9. Let a be a large, sufficiently divisible integer. 
Then, locally around p, the Oy;-module (h, ... , tn-r )aSymaey; is gener
ated by the submodule (t1, ... , tn-r )a-l LL · Syma-18y; and the pullbacks 

of local sections of the OL-module JCZ) jJ},a+l). 

Let z1, ... , z2cn-r) be local coordinates of M ::J L at p. There is an 
integer d 2: 2 such that 

(tb···,tn-r)d ::J (zl, ... ,Z2(n-rJ)Oy;\l (tl, ... ,tn-r)d+l. 

After performing a linear coordinate change of (z1, ... , z2(n-r)) if 
necessary, we may assume that the equivalence classes :Z1, ... , Zs of 
Z1, ... , Z 8 are linearly independent in ( t1, ... , tn-r )d / ( t1, ... , tn-r )d+l ~ 

cn-r+d-1) 
C a and that Zs+l = · · · = Zn-r = 0. 

Lemma 10.10. Let the notation be as above. Then: 
( 1) The congruence relation 

n-r a 2(n-r) a 
""' ti- = d ""' Zj -~ at· ~ az· 
i=l • j=l J 

holds. 
(2) The sheaf (t1, ... , tn-r)aSymaey;, which is viewed as an OM

module, is generated by 

J (a)/J(a+l) ( t )ad r s a-le ( )ad+ls ae L L + tlJ ... , n-r ~o.-· ym -y;+ tl,···,tn-r ym -y;. 

(3) The C-vector space spanned by the homogeneous polynomials of 
degree a in Z1, ... , Z8 is identical with (t1, ... , tn-r)ad /(tl, ... , tn-r)ad+l. 

Proof. Noting that 
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we derive (1) from the Euler identity 

and, in view of this, (2) readily follows from Corollary 10.9. 
The identity (2) specifically implies that 

"' OZjcrl OZ)cra ( )a (t )ad+l ~ ~···~ E Z1, ... ,Z2(n-a) + l, ... ,tn-r . 
aE6a 1..1 1..a 

(*) 

The vector space ( ( t1, ... , tn-r) / ( t1, ... , tn-r )2) ® 8y, naturally identi
fied with the Lie algebra g[(n- r), canonically acts on the vector space 

and so does 

on the vector space 

It is easy to check that (tl, ... ,tn-r)ad/(h, ... ,tn-r)ad+l contains no 
nontrivial subspace stable under this action. On the other hand, the 
relation ( *) is nothing but the stabiliy of the subspace (:z1 , ... , z2(n-r) )a, 
whence follows (3). Q.E.D. 

Corollary 10.11. Let JLL : L ----+ L and JLM : M ----+ M be the 
blowups at p = (0, ... , 0) and vL(p). Then !I£ : L----+ M naturally lifts to 
a morphism ih : L----+ M. The exceptional divisor EL c:::: ]pm-r-l C L is 
isomorphically mapped to a subvariety of EM c:::: JP>2(n-r)-l C M defined 
by quadratic homogeneous polynomials. 

Proof. By Lemma 10.10(3), we have 

(z1, ... , z2 (n-r))a0z = (h, ... , tn-r)adOz = Oz( -adEL), 

so that (z1 , ... , z2(n-r))Oz = Oz( -dEL), meaning that !I£ lifts to V£ 
by the universal property of monoidal transformations. 

We can view :z1 as a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. Then 
Lemma 10.10(3) means that the system of polynomials z1, ... , Z2(n-r), 
as a free linear subsystem of IOJI'n-r-l(d)l, defines an embedding EL c:::: 
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]pm-r-1 '----+ EM ~ J!D2(n-r)-1. In particular, the defining ideal JL of EL 
-(a) -a 

in EM is locally free and satisfies J L = J L. 

Via the inclusion 8r C v£8M ~ v£!11£ and Lemma 10.10(3), we 
have 

a a a 2(n-r) a a a 
IT tia m. = IT ( 2::: tia a:k azk) c ( ti a~k )av£nl£ 
a=1 ]a a=1 k=1 ]a J 

= (t1, ... ,tn-rtdv£!1l£ = (z1, ... ,zstv£!1l£ mod (t1, ... ,tn-rtd+1. 

This means that a section of Jl,a) /Jl,a+1) has image of the form 
2:IJ aiJZI dzJ in Syma!1l£/(z1, ... , z2 (n-r))a+1Syma!11£, where I, J are 
multi-indices with III = IJI =a. We note that, if the section does not 
vanish at vL(p), at least one of the holomorphic functions aiJ(z) does 
not vanish at (0, ... , 0). Indeed, a non-zero local section determines 
a non-zero element of (h, ... , tn-r)aSyma8r, which in turn defines a 
non-zero linear transformation of 

(z1, ... , Z2(n-r)t + (t1, ... , tn-r)ad+1 j(t1, ... , tn-r)ad+ 1 

= (t1, ... , tn-rtd j(t1, ... , tn-rtd+1. 

Thus the sheaf Jl,a) /(z1, ... , zn)Jr) is generated by homogeneous poly
nomials precisely of degree 2a (degree a from the part (z1, ... , z2(n-r))a 
and degree a from Syma!:ll£ ). Of course this sheaf is the a-th power 
J~ of the ideal sheaf of EL, and EL is necessarily defined by quadratic 
equations in EM. Q.E.D. 

The embedding lP'n-r-1 = EL '----+ EM = J!D2(n-r)-1 is a linear pro
jection from the d-th Veronese embedding 

(d+n-r-1) lP'n-r-1 lP' -1 ~ n-r-1 

to a linear subsystem. Then a classical lemma of Terracini (see [Zak], 
p.2) yields the following 

Lemma 10.12. Assume that n- r ~ 3 or d ~ 3. Then :Z1 , ... , 

Z2(n-r) are linearly independent in ( t1, ... , tn-r )d /( t1, ... , tn-r )d+l. 

Proof. The embedding EL ~ lP'n-r-l '----+ J!D2(n-r)-1 is a linear 
projection of the d-th Veronese embedding. The Terracini lemma 
states that the dimension of the secant variety SX of the subvariety 

EL C J!D(d~n_:;::::~') is given by the dimension of the linear span 

(TEL,X) TEL,Y) c J!D(d!n-:;::::~') 
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of the embedded tangent spaces TEL,X' TEL,Y c r(d;;::_-;::::~ 1 ) of EL at 
general points x, y E E L. In case d > 2, this shows that dimS X = 
2(n- r) - 1 and we cannot isomorphically project EL to JP'2(n-r-l), 
meaning the linear independence of Zt, •.. , z2(n-r)· 

Suppose that d = 2 and that z1, ... , z2(n-r) are linearly dependent. 
Then we have an embedding IP'n-r-1 C JP'2(n-r-1), defining equations 
of which are hyperquadrics by Corollary 10.11. It follows that EL = 
IP'n-r-1 is a complete intersection of quadrics. Indeed, the degree of 
EL is 2n-r-1 and there are at least n- r- 1 independent quadrics 
that contains EL· In view of the adunction formula, the subvariety 
IP'n-r-1 C JP'2(n-r-1) is a complete intersection of quadrics if and only if 
n - r - 1 = 1. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10.13. If n- r 2:: 2, d 2:: 3, then d = 3, n- r = 2. 

Proof By construction, EL = IP'n-r-1 C JP'2(n-r)-1 has degree 
dn-r- 1 and is defined as an intersection of quadrics. Hence we have 
a trivial inequality 2n-r 2:: dn-r- 1 . If the equality holds, then d = 4, 
n- r = 2 and IP'1 C IP'3 would be a complete intersection of two quadrics, 
which would be a curve of arithmetic genus one. Thus we have only two 
possibilities: d = 2 and d = 3, n - r = 2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10.14. The case n- r = 2, d = 3 does not occur. 

Proof. Let ( x, y) be a local coordinate system on L. Under the 
assumption of the lemma, we can assume that z1 = x3, z2 = x 2 y, z3 = 
xy2 , z4 = y3 modulo (x,y)4 . Blow upLand Mat pand vL(p). Then, by 
taking a suitable holomorphic function u on L, we get a local coordinate 
system (x, u) on L such that z1 = x3, z2 = x3u, z3 = x3u 2 + x 4g, z3 = 
x3u3 + x4h, where g, h are holomorphic. Let us prove that z3 and z4 are 
functions in (x3 , u) and hence V£ : L __, M cannot be bimeromorphic. 

Recall that EL is defined by three quadrics and J},a) is generated by 
elements congruent to the products of these quadrics modulo terms of 
degree 2:: 2a + 1. We have therefore relations of functions in (x, u): 

( ) a 0 d ( )2a+1 "f · + · - k + l ZiZj- ZkZl := mo Z1, ... , Z4 1 Z J - . 

Assume that z3 or z4 contains a term x3 (m+lJ+c, where m is a non
negative integer and 0 < c < 3. Let 3(m + 1) + c be the mini
mum of such exponents and assume that the minimum is attained by 
a term in z3. Then (z1z3 - z~)a contains the non-zero x3a+m+c_term, 
while the terms of degree 2:: 2a + 1 terms do not. This means that 
(z1 z3 - zDa +(terms of higher order) cannot vanish on L, contradicting 
our assumption. In case z4 contains the term x3m+c and z3 does not, 
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then look at a second equation ( z2z4 - z~)a + (terms of order 2a + 1) = 0 
and we similarly get the absurd conclusion that z4 is a function in 
(x3 , u). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10.15. If d = 2, then n- r :::; 2. 

Proof. Let N* be the conormal bundle of EL = lP'n-r-1 C EM= 
JP>2(n-r)-1 . A quadric relation defines an injection 

v£OEM ( -2) = oEL ( -2d) = oEL ( -4) c N* 

and hence an element ofH0 (N*(4)). The assumption that EL = lP'n-r-1 

is defined by quadratic equations in JP>2(n-r)- 1 is rephrased as the global 
generation of N*(4), meaning that N*(4) is a direct sum of trivial 
line bundles 0 and a nef big vector bundle P. By Serre duality, 
H1(JP>n-r-I, P) ~ H1 (1P'(P), 0(1)) is the dual of 

Hrank'P+2(n-r)-3(1P'(P), 0( -(n _ r + 1)1)) 

and vanishes· by the Kawamata-Viehwg vanishing theorem. Conse
quently we have H1 (~-r-I,N*(4)) = 0. 

In view of the standard dual Euler exact sequences 

0-+ i/*01 -+ 0(-2)El'l2(n-r)-+ 0-+ 0 
L EM ' 

0-+ n1h -+ 0( -1)El'ln-r -+ 0-+ o, 

the conormal bundle N* is explicitly described by the exact sequence 

0-+ N*-+ 0(-2)EB2(n-r)-+ 0(-1)El'ln-r-+ 0. 

In view of the vanishing of H1 (JP>n-r-1 ,N*(4)), we infer that 

2(n- r) dimH0 (0(2))- (n- r) dimH0 (0(3)) = dimH0 (N*(4)). 

On the other hand, dimH0 (N*(4)) is nothing but the number of qua
dratic equations of EL C EM, which was at least 

Hence 

(n '--- r) 2{(n- r + 1)- ~(n- r + 2)(n- r + 1) -1} 2 -1, 

yielding the inequality n - r :::; 2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10.16. n- r = 1. 
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Proof. It suffices to exclude the case d = n- r = 2. In this case, we 
may well assume that z1 = x2,z2 = xy,z3 = y2 ,z4 = 0 modulo (x,y)3. 
Let 'TJij be the dzi 1\ dzrcoefficient of the symplectic form 'TJ on M. Then, 
since L C M is Lagrangian, 

and hence 
'TJ12 = 'TJ13 = 'TJ23 = 0 mod (z1, z2, z3, z4), 

meaning that 'T} at (0, 0, 0, 0) has the three-dimensional isotropic subspace 
spanned by a~;, i = 1, 2, 3, thus contradicting the nondegeneracy of 
'TJ· Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10.17. The case n- r = 1 is impossible. 

Proof. In this case, 'JL C OM is an invertible sheaf with 'J},a) 
'J£. Thus it suffices to show that v£'JL/'J'i =/= t9r;, where t is a local 
parameter of the curve L. If d is the multiplicity of L at o, then there 
exists an integer e > d such that z1 = td, z2 = (unit )te. The image of 
t(aj&t) is 

dzl a dz2 a dzl dz2 
t-- + t-- = 'TJ12t(-dz2 - -dzt) 

dt azl dt az2 dt dt . 

= 'TJ12(0)(dz1dz2- ez2dz1) mod td+10r;dz2 + te+10r;clz1. 

If this comes from ('JL/'J'i), then the defining equation of L contains an 
element E ry12(d- e)z1z2 + (z~, zf, z?z2), which we can easily rule out by 
comparing the degrees in t. Q.E.D. 

Thus we have eventually excluded the possibility that vo : JlD" -t X 
is not an immersion, completing the proof of Theorem 10.1. 
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